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General Motors Lays Off
38,000 Workers Indefinitely
"The retail sales of passenger cars have been adversely
affected by the Arab oil embargo and uncertainty regarding
the continued amailability of
fuel," Gerstenberg said.
GM spokesmen said its smallcar production would be increased and truck production is
expected to remain steady.
The Big Three automakers including Ford Motor Co. and
Chrysler Corp.-started chipping away at huge inventories in
November. GM laid off about
137,000 workers before the holiday vacation, cutting 80,000
units from its production schedule.
Ford sources said "just a
handful" of workers had been
laid off indefinitely thus far. At
Chrysler, the number runs to
about 4,000.
A Ford spokesman said it
was unlikely lay offs would be
announced there before late
next week because the Ford
staff remains on vacation.
Chrysler spokesmen indicated
the automaker would hold firm
to January lay-off plans that involve some 6,600 workers at

• DETROIT (AP) - General
Motors, citing a slump in car
sales, has announced plans to
lay off about 38,000 workers indefinitely and 48,000 workers
'or up to 10 days.
GM said on Friday it will
eliminate a second shift on Jan.
21 at five of 25 assembly plants
and at two others a week later
and will adjust assembly operations elsewhere.
The temporary lay offs, beginning Jan. 7, involve these
seven plants and three others.
The indefinite lay offs will
idle nine per cent of tht auto
giant's 420,000 hourly production workers in the United
States.
hichard C. Gerstenberg,
chairman of the corporation,
said the lay offs are necessary
because plants have been working nearly at capacity but sales
of new cars have declined dramatically.
He repeated his estimate that
1974 new-car sale will be down
12 per cent from 1973 itcord
levels and said lay offs would
bring production into line with
the sales outlook.

plants being converted to compact car production.
The GM assembly plants
where second shifts will be
eliminated Jan. 21 are in Fairfax, Kan.; Linden, N.J.; South
Gate, Calif.; St. Louis, Mo. and
Wilmington, Del.
On Jan. 28, second shifts will
end at Framingham, Mass.,
and GM's Buick Division home
plant at Flint, Mich.
The plants to be shutdown for
10 days beginning Jan. 7 include all of those plus assembly
units in Janesville, Wis.; Tarrytown, N.Y.; and the Pontiac
main plant in Pontiac, Mich.
Gerstenberg said more than
80 per cent of the men indefinitely laid off would be eligible for unemployment compensation and supplemental
benefits averaging up to 95 per
cent of weekly take-home pay,
more than $150 a week.
He said the rest of the workers• laid off would receive
unemployment compensation
totaling about-$85 a week.
Gerstenberg said 15 of GM's
25 assembly plants will continue to operate at capacity.
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Venezuelan Hike On Crude Oil
Tax Expected To Raise Prices
CARACAS, Venezuela (APt
- In a move expected to raise
fuel prices in the United States
still further, Venezuela has
nearly doubled its tax reference
price on crude oil to a world
record of $14.08 a barrel.
The reference price, which
has been $7.74 per barrel this
month, is the amount Venezuela uses to compute the in-

Cuba Signs
Deal For
Vehicles
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BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(AP)-The Italian-owned FiatConcord company signed an
agreement Friday with Cuba to
export $100 million worth of vehicles to the island.
The deal was the largest ever
made between an Argentine
auto producer and a foreign
government. The delivery of 5,515 trucks and buses, 6,000 cars
- and 1,000 tractors will be
spread over three years.
Economy Minister Jose Gelbard held the ratification session in his office. Fiat-Concord
officials and the Cuban am-bassador signed the accord.
Geneqd Motors agreed earlier this month to sell 1,500
tractors to Cuba as part of a
$1.2 billion Argentine credit
granted in August to Fidel Castro's regime in Cuba.
General Motors and other
American companies were reported to have initially balked
at selling vehicles to Cuba because of a United States embargo on such sales.
Ford operations in Argentina
also have agreed to sell yehides to Cuba.

come taxes and royalties foreign firms pay for drilling its
oil.
The government announced
the hike on Friday, saying it
would go into effect the first of
the year. Last January, the reference price was $3.11 a barrel.
Oil industry spokesmen here
predicted that some of the Venezuelan price hike would be
passed on to consumers, but
they declined to speculate how
much it would affect the American public.
"We just can't swallow the
increase. The consumer has got
to absorb a good deal,of this,"
said one oil company official.
The industry profits are down
already, and we don't have
room to absorb more increases."
Venezuela, where gasoline
costs from 12 to 28 cents a gallon, is the second largest foreign supplier of oil to the
United States. It provides 16
per cent of U.S. oil imports,
about 1.7 million barrels a day,
most going to the East Coast.
Canada supplies 23.9 per cent
of American imports.
Venezuela also exports about
800.000 barrels a day to Canada, 270,000 to the European
Common Market countries and
smaller amounts to the Caribbean and South America.
Venezuelan officials warned
last week they would increase
the reference price, pointing to
increases by other oil producers, chiefly those in the Persian

Gulf area, and to Venezuelan
economic needs.
Persian Gulf producers last
Sunday increased their posted
crude oil price - similar to the
tax reference price -- to an average of $11.65 a barrel, the
world's highest until the Venezuelan move.
Rased on the reference price,
oil companies pay about 60 per
cent income tax to Venezuela.
The government estimates the
new prices will bring $7.1 billion in oil revenues into the
treasury next year, compared
with $2.5 billion in 1973.
The Venezuelan action followed by a day a warning by ('anadian Energy Minister Donald
Macdonald that Canada may
increase. the tax on its oil exports from $1.90 to $6.50 a barrel by February. The Canadians already plan to increase
the export tax to $2.20 at the
first of the year.
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Skylab astronaut Pete ConratIltalks about the third manned mission in space with more than 100
Kentucky students at Kentucky f clucational Television (KET) Network Center. 'Skylab: InSchool," a special program on the sk,Iab project will be aired on KET Friday, January 4 at 10 a.m.,
12:30 p.m., and 7 p.m. CST. With onrad are Bill Boston, Murray High School, and Mark West,
Murray University School.

Astronauts To Gather Much
Information About Kohoutek
SPACE CENTER, Houston ter at the time, headed for a
( AP) - The Skylab 3 astro- loop around the sun
nauts have promised the disHe Visited mission control
coverer of the comet Kohoutek Friday for an 11-minute disthey will gather every scrap of cussion with the astronauts.
information they can about the
-It's very probably a new
space wanderer.
comet, one which has never
-We'll do our best. We know been around the sun before,"
how much it means," com- Kohoutek told them. "If it is a
mander Gerald P. Carr said in new comet, it could give us
a radio conversation Friday some information not only
with astronomer I.ubos Kohou- about Comets but also about the
tek.
origin of the solar system."
The Czech-born Kohoutek told
Your observations are very
the astronauts their findings valuable," Kohoutek said, notabout the comet could give sci- ing they are the "first human
entists new clues to the crea- beings to study a comet from
tion of the solar system.
-4‘ outer space.- •
Carr and Edward G. Gibson
Gibson, a solar physicist, told
today scheduled the second Kohoutek his early discovery of
space walk in five days to ph((- the comet provided "time to
tograph the comet. They were muster the troops" for an unto leave their orbiting lab for a precedented study. The launch
4' -hour excursion. William H. of Skylab 3 was delayed to give
Pogue is to stay inside to con- the astronauts maximum obsertrol the space station.
vation of the comet.
Kohoutek. an astronomer • Earlier Friday, with the aswith the Hamburg Observatory tronauts halfway through their
in Germany, discovered the 84-day mission, the comet made
comet accidentally last March. its closest approach to the sun,
It was beyond the orbit of Jupi- 13.2 million miles. It then head-
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ed back toward the fringe of
"the solar system where it started its 'journey toward the sun
two million years ago.
When Gibson made the first
comet observation after the
near approach, he reported:
-It's exceptionally bright now.
The tail appears to have fanned
out more. I also can see some
evidence of a tail or some
emission going off to the right,
which I believe is the sunward
direction."
"You are the only people who
can see the comet by eye now,"
Kohoutek said. The nearness to
the sun made it impossible to
view the comet from earth at
this time, but this should be
possible at twilight starting
Jan. 2.
Comets are believed to be
chunks of matter left from the
creation of the solar system 4.6
billion years ago. It is hoped
the Skylab photos, taken in
various spectral wavelengths,
will reveal constituents of the
comet to provide clues to the
early history of the solar system.

E. Howard Hunt, Bernard Barker
To Be Released Pending Appeals
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - Two
principal figures in the Watergate break-in, E Howard llup4
and Bernard I. Barker, will be
released from prison next week
to await the outcome of their
appeals
The U.S. Court of Appeals ordered their release Friday and

SectioR — 10 Pages

said it was withholding a decision in the case of three other
Watergate conspirators pending
the outcome of a parole hearing
Jan. 7.
"I've been waiting a year
and the next few days will
seem so very long," Barker's
wife, Clara, said at her home in
Miami, Fla. "I just wish he
were out right this minute. I
wish it were right now."
The 4-day New Year's weekend is responsible for the delay
in carrying out the court's order. Hunt must be brought to
Washington from the federal
prison in Allenwood, ,Pa.., and
Barker from the prison camp
at Eglin AF013 near Pensacola.
Fla.
Federal employes --- including court personnel and

U.S. marshals - were granted
an extra holiday Monday by
President Nixon.
Hunt's daughter, Kevin, who
is vacationing in Florida said
"I was absolutely thrilled to
hear the news. I am so pleased,
I certainly hope my father will
be vindicated in the future.
"I'm so happy, I can't wait to
see him. I knew that this re(See Hunt,Page HD

Many gifts are in store for the
first baby born in Calloway
County in 1974 through the
annual Murray Ledger & Times
First Baby Contest. A full page
advertisement announcing the
contest, the contest sponsors
.and the gifts that await the
lucky newborn and his or her
parents appears on page three
of today's newspaper.
In order to qualify for the
contest the baby must be born
in Calloway County and the
parents must be residents of
Calloway County. The exact
time of birth must be certified
by the attending physician and
the parents must enter the baby
in the contest no later than
Friday, January 4, 1974. In the
event of a tie, the gifts will be
awarded to the first entry
received.
The prizes in store for 1974's
first baby and tile baby's
parents are being donated by
the sponsoring firms.
The contributing sponsors
and their gifts to the first baby
are:
Big K, a complete Playtex

baby nurser set; Clinic Pharmacy, a case of baby formula;
David Hill, one 8 by 10 color
photo every three months for
one year;
Lad & Lassie, one pair of baby
shoes; Christian Book Center, a
New Testament imprinted with
the baby's name; Peoples
Bank, ten silver dollars;
Storey's Food Giant, two cases
of baby formula;
Trenholm's Restaurant, a
pizza or Italian spaghetti dinner
for the parents; The Specialty
Shop, a gift for the mother; J &
S Oil, six quarts of lOw 30 motor
oil, The Showcase, a gift for the
first baby.
Juanita's Flowers, a floral
arrangement; Central Cinema,
I. free pass for each member of
the family; Toddler Day Care
free day of
Center, one
babysitting ;
Bank of Murray, a savings
account for the new baby;
Lindsey's Jewelry, a baby cup
for the newborn; Ryan's Shoes,
a pair of baby shoes, and
Shirley's Florist, one dozen red
roses for the mother

Stiffer Rules For Nuclear
Power Plants Are Announced
WASHINGTON (AP)- Stiffer safety rules for virtually all
of the nation's nuclear power
plants were announced Friday
by the Atomic Energy Commission. They'll be implemented in
about seven months.
Two AEC officials acknowledged that compliance with the
new rules might force some
plants to reduce their power
output next summer, just at the
time air-conditioners would be
putting a heavy demand on
electricity.
But the official stressed that
it would take about six months
of study in the meantime by
the utilities involved before it
can be determined whether
power cutbacks will be necessary for any of the plants and
whether the rules will have other major economic impact on
the nuclear power industry.
While the new rules provide
for requests for exemption on a temporary basis - utilities making such requests must
satisfy the AEC that such exemption is warranted, in the
public interest, and that the
public health will not be endangered.
The new rules were laid
down, officials conceded, partly
in response to criticism over
the past twa years by environmentalist groups and some scientists concerning the reliability of AEC-approved "emergency core-cooling systems", or

"ECCS" for short.
The systems are backup safety systems designed to supply
emergency cooling - either by
spraying or flooding with water, or both - to the power reactor's fuel core if the primary
cooling system should rupture
or break.
Such systems are used in all
but two of the country's 40
existing nuclear power reactors.
Critics contend that if the primary cooling system ruptured
and the backup system failed to
work, the highly radioactive
fuel core would melt, burn
through its container and
shields and allow radioactive
gases and materials to erupt
into the atmosphere.
They contend there would be
resultant catastrophic loss of
life, thousands of radiation injuries and a high rate of hidden
genetic and potentially-cancerous defects.
Furthermore, a report by
some of the AEC's own scientists has said that while such
an accident is extremely unlikely - of the order of less
than once in 20,000 years for a
truly catastrophic one - fatalities could range up to 45,000
under the worst possible conditions. However, the AEC itself
has termed such grim estimates as based on "grossly unrealistic assumptions."

Tree Pickup Will
Be Held Wednesday

Showers today, changing to
snow flurries with temperatures falling to the 30s this
afternoon. Partly cloudy and
much colder tonight and continued cold Sunday. Lows tonight
in the mid 20s, highs Sunday in
the mid to upper 30s.
Winds mostly westerly at 10
to 20 miles an hour today, diminishing tonight.
A chance of occasional rain
Monday through Wednesday,
possibly mixed with snow Monday and Tuesday. Slowly rising
temperatures. Lows Monday in
the low to mid 20s, Tuesda)P in
the mid to upper lOs and
'F.Tadncaatay -in( the-Jew t(Y5 ;VA
The high! Monday in, the.
upper 30s to low 4, Tuesday
in the low to mid 405 and the
highs Wednesday in the mid 40s
to near 50.
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First Baby Of
The Year Will
Get Many Gifts

.WEATHER
FORECAST

Inc.

10' Per Copy

The Hi-Y Club of Murray
High School will have its annual
Christmas tree pickup on
Wednesday, January 2, from
nine a.m. to four p.m.
Trees will be picked up at
homes with the charge being
fifty cents per tree. For pickup
call 753-3778.
INTERNATIONAL STUQENTS attending the Friendship International House at the Baptist
Student Center, sponsored by the Blood River Baptist WMU,during the holidays are, left to right,
seated, Hock-Ng, Hong Kong, University of Maryland, Sheila Downs of Murray. Hiloshi Kau Amula,
Japan, University of Louisville, Hassan Isfahany, Iran, Cumberland College. Peter Yang,Singapore,
Florida State College, Martha Outland of Murray. back row, Cho Lam (Alvin) Lee, Hong Kong,
University of Maryland, Kin-Fai ARoy)Chan, Hong Kong, Berea College, Rahman Ghadimi
Iran.tildes collegs Nathaniel Edoka Ekett„.q.korta, CiimIzgrland College, Nostratollah Fatehi, Iran;
Union ('allege Mayor Holmes Ellis Of'Murray, Kunng-Yang Lue,Taiwan, MVsTiTsiippl-Sisite rolreg"c.
Bro. Yames Garraiid Of Hazel, P I Kumar india.1.IniversitY Of "Southern flulnois Ssurarhai
Suthasheekul,11411and, University of Missouri, Ashok D, mak,India, Murray mate Untvesity. and
T-ak-Fat Chu. Hong Kong. University of Maryland. Special artivities have been held throughout the
week for the students by the various churches and interested persons.

Tickets Available
Cal Luther, Murray State
athletic director, announced
today that tickets for the MSU
and Memphis State game
Monday evening will be on sale
from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. at the
Mu01 Collesiuxn.11F.SGUED FROM MID-AIR pERC)1
-*tin was abosi
Ciludeit tir1S-yczfesOld
4-4Kgejuu-La r.9f("dela,N;a17* police sgt.)49
igaeroev boternridet"
be available to fans who plan to is gauge to his dead)Cbrilihnas Om, From hie end ore crane booffi on We fopc
Honolulu, Climbing out on the er
.tine to help Piper is police officer
attend the ip.m. game between !ass‘tructioa at Waikiki Beach.
the Racers and the nationally- Donald Wong. The rescue, 400 feet in the air, was finally accomplished with the Win of firemen.
Police said Caudell left a suicide note.(AP Wirephotoi
ranked Tigers.
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Calloway High FTA
Has Holiday Party

7RAY LEDGER & TIMES

The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Teachers of America held its
Christmas party on Tuesday,
December 11, in the school
gym.
Danny Futrell, Lynn Erwin,
and Cindy Compton lead the
group in games.
Refreshments of punch,
sandwiches, and cookies were
served.
Approximately sixty members attended the party.

Sleeping
with dreams
•is good sleep

Zip up mayonnaise by adding curry powder, a blend of
many spices. Serve the
curried mayonnaise on egg
and lettuce salad.
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FOR SUNDAY. DECEMBER 30, 19'73
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
,
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,e1V
what your outlook is, according
Mixed influences. You may
encounter some frustrating
to the stars.
situations during the a.m., but
ARIES
the tide will turn in your favor
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
later in the day.
Some situations complicated. SAGITTARIUS
Be sure you have all the facts (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
before making decisions.
Caution and conservatism
Whether day is for recreation or stressed. Above all, avoid
you have strenuous tasks, persons who are impulsively
remain serene.
taking risks.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 11/
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
As with many others, some
It will be well to handle all
matters discreetly now, slowing unusual situations indicated. In
down where a tendency to hurry all dealings, be direct. Avoid
exists, and not provoking devious tactics or approach,
and give others the benefit of
needless argument,
any doubt.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
( May 22 to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
A fine Mercury aspect
If you take minor annoyances
encourages your particular
in stride, as Aquarians usually
know-how, sensitivity
to
you should enjoy your day.
delicate
situations
and do,
Chosen goals are nearer.
reasoning powers. These are
Increased favors indicated.
winners always
but
PISCES
especially now.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
CANCER
Your personal ambitions may
(June 22 to July 23)
be dependent on some trends
An auspicious day for just indicated in the day's news.
about anything that strengthens Adjustments are bound to
the link between men of good follow.
will and counteracts dissension,
hotheadedness and intolerance.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
unusual combination of the
LEO
practical and the artistic, and
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
attain considerable
Some tension indicated. Avoid should
success
if you develop your
highly strung or neurotic peras your
sons, and keep out of situations creativity as well
The Sign of
which could needlessly involve business acumen.
Capricorn has produced many
you in others' problems.
moving writers, brilliant
VIRGO
educators and statesmen; also
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
scientists of renown. You tend
Some new trends in the to worry too much, however,
making. Study carefully and be and to doubt your own abilities.
sure to check all propositions Once you overcome this lack of
before accepting. Romance and confidence, you should have
travel favored.
clear sailing. No doubt then that
you can keep in line with the top
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An) achievers and even set new
Misunderstandings likely in records in surprising areas.
unexpected areas. Counteract Birthdate of. Rudyard Kipling,
with your innate poise, tact and English author; Alfred E.
a sincere desire to clear the air. Smith, American statesman.

entzt
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Mrs. Mark Rubin James

The sanctuary of the Flint
Homemakers' training
lessons on "Changing Roles of Baptist Church was the
Husband and Wife," and scene of the wedding of Miss
"Budgeting" will be taught by Patsy Hopkins, daughter of Mr.
money and Mrs. Joe D. Hopkins, to
Stevens,
Helen
management specialist from Mark -Rubin James, son of Mr.
the University of Kentucky, at and Mrs. Rubin K. James.
Rev. Willie Jopson, minister
Graves County at ten a.m.
of the church, performed the
impressive
double
ring
ceremony at seven o'clock in
the evening in a late November
wedding.
Miss Maurita Rickman,
PATIENT
PADUCAH
organist, presented a program
Mrs. Maxie Puckett of Dexter of nuptial music. Her selections
has been dismissed from included "Because," "Summer
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Place," "Somewhere My
Love," "Can't Help Falling In
Love," and "A Time For Us."
PATIENT
HOSPTTAL
Recently dismissed from The Wedding March from "Mid
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Summer Night's Dream" was
was Dennis Crawford of used for the processional and
the Bridal Chorus by Lohengrin
Murray.
played for the recessional.
The
vows were read as the
HOSPITAL
DISMISSED
wedding party stood in front of
Miss Sherry Adams
the sixteen branch canMurray has been a patient at
delabrum holding burning while
Paducah.
Hospital,
Lourdes
tapers
flanked
by
arrangements of pink carUse Leftovers
nations in white floor column
containers. The family pews
Add leftover cooked carwere marked with pink ribbons
rots, peas or snap beans to
and greenery.
canned cream of potato
Bride's Dress
soup. Sprinkle with a little
The bride, escorted by her
grated cheddar cheese before serving.
father and given in marriage by
her parents, was lovely in her
wedding gown of white
polyester and heavy
;
'2nt
75:4
• satinessa
Alcon lace designed fitted and
flared with seaming contrast
yoke and collar. The yoke was
@OGC)Orlellli outlined
in organza ruffled
edging and special trimming.
ow
The long fitted sheer sleeves
Tonite 11:40 p.m. ended
with ruffles over the
z
Mal UIU Mt
wrists, and the hemline of the
EXPECT MD
dress extended into a train.
II WINED
Her waist length veil of
French illusion was attached to
a headpiece of white flowers.
Her only jewelry was a white
gold diamond necklace, gift of
the groom. She carried a bridal
a al
bouquet of angel face roses and
Daall
white carnations.
time
Mrs. Ronnie Ross, sister of
AIIRTI
the groom, was the matron of
honor and enly attendant for the
bride. She wore a rose satinessa
polyester dress designed
similar to that of the bride
:3331
except for the empire waist,
sash in back, and ruffles around
the v-yoke and sleeves. She
carried a nosegay of pink
carnations in light and dark
TUESDAY *
shades.
Barry Stokes served as best
man for Mr. James. The ushers
were Ronnie Goode and Craig
Calhoun. The groom wore a red
rose boutonniere, and the men
attendants had boutonnieres of
pink carnations.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Hopkins wore a heather
gray dress with black accessories. Mrs. James, mother
of the groom, was attired in a
21111141 4111241 Wan Disney Pr oductons
pumpkin colored dress with
brown accesSories. They both

Aau.*

.

Frances Drake

Calloway County Public
Library will be closed today as
this has been declared a state
holiday along with New Year's
day.
Thursday, January 3
The training lesson for
Homemakers' leaders on
"Buying of Foods," will be
taught by Pat Curtsinger at ten
a.m, at the Calloway County
Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray.

B. &Amon .

MEI

Your Individual Horoscope

Oaks Country Club will have
its New Year's Eve dessertcard party at the club at eight
p.m. Each one is to bring a
of
charge
In
dessert.
arrangements are Messrs and
Mesdames Amos Tackett, J.P.
Parker, David Thompson, and
Delmer Brewer.

Old Salem Baptist Church will
have a New Year's Eve Watch
Night service at the church
from 7:30 p.m. to midnight.

Remember—the amount of
water used in cooking (anything) is important. The less
water, the more nutrients retained in cooked vegetables.
But,don't use a high temperature! It can boil away fast.

JOHN
WAYNE

Mrs I.

Watch-night services will be
held at Sugar Creek Baptist
Church from seven p.m.
through midnight with a
fellowship meal at 8:30 p.m.

Less water

-

Monday, December 31
Senior Citizens will have its
Christmas potluck dinner at the
Ellis Center at 12 noon. For
information call 753-0929.

The Murray Country Club will
have New Year's Eve dance at
the club house with Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Shell as chairmen.
Others on the committee are
Messrs and Mesdames Bill
Emener, Richard Knight, Tim
Miller, Jim Ranson, Joe
Reitroat, Steve Sanders, and
Buddy Spann.

Just in time for the season
of merry-making, Listen
magatne reports new findings about the nature of sleep
and the effects of the familiar
hangover.
Using an electroencephalograph, Dr. William Dernont of
California has found that,
when you sleep with dreams,
there is a better chance you
will wake up calm and relaxed.
Dreamless sleep, on the
other hand, results in an
unusually tense and irritable
feeling the morning after.
IN FRANCE, studies by a
Dr. Michel Jeuvet show that
alcohol reduces the amount of
dreaming time. He has found
that dreaming cannot begin
unless there are the right
amounts of three brain chemicals present: serotonan, monsmine oxidase and noradrenalin.
Alcohol, says Dr. Jcsivet,
prevents formation of monamine oxidase, thus creating a
nondreaming state.
A possible explanation of a
hangover then may be that
too much drinking results in
too little dreaming — of pink
elephants or anything else.
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Miss Patsy Hopkins Becomes
6
Bride Of Mark Rubin James In Ar and about
Ceremony, Flint Baptist Church

Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table, overlaid
with a white linen cutwork
cloth, was centered with a
gorgeous arrangement of light
and dark pink carnations. The
two tiered wedding cake was
decorated with white columns
and rose flowers and topped
with three satin wedding bells.
Silver and crystal appointments were iesecl to serve
the coffee, cherryIserieh, cake,
nuts, and mints.
Serving at the reception were
Miss Janie Hughes, Miss Bonita
Jones, Mrs. Joyce Gordon, and
Miss Martha Beale.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn., with the
bride wearing a pant suit, made
by her mother, and the corsage
of red roses from her bridal
bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. James are now
at home at 1601 West Olive
Street, Murray.
Out of town guests for the
wedding included Mr. and Mrs.
Stan Cook of Lexington, Mrs.
Dale Hughes of Fort Polk, La.,
Mr and Mrs. Dwain James of
Houston, Texas, Mrs. James L.
Wilson, Miss Jenny Lou Wilson.
Carey Wilson, and Mr. and Mrs
011ie James, all of Paducah.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr and Mrs. Rubin K. James
entertained the wedding party
and guests with a rehearsal
dinner at their lovely home on
the Lynn Grove Road.
The buffet table was centered
with an arrangement of light
and dark pink carnations, color
scheme of the wedding, The
guests were seated at tables in
the living and dining room.
The bridal couple exchanged
gifts and also presented gifts to
their attendants.
Prenuptial Events
Prior to her wedding the bride
was honored with several
prenuptial events.
Mrs. Joyce Gordon, Miss
Janie Hughes, and Miss Bonita
Jones were hostesses for a
shower held at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan Association.
A tea was held at the
fellowship hall of the Flint
Baptist Church with Mrs
Connie Jones and Mrs. Sheri
Ross as hostesses.
Mrs. Polly Garland and Mrs.
Mary Alice Smith were
hostesses for a shower held at
the Garland home.
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Your Individual Horoscope
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By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: Allen and I are planning on getting
married soon, but something about Allen bothers me. He
has "Helen" tattooed on his chest, and my name is Rosemary.
Allen knew Helen years ago and says he doesn't even
know where she is now, but Abby, how would you like to
rest your head on your husband's chest every night and see
another girl's name staring you in the face?
Allen says he doesn't think it's possible to remove a
tattoo, but a tattoo artist says he can add some art work to
•
the "Helen" so it will look like "Rosemary."
What do you think of this idea? Before I tell him to go
ahead, I want to be sure he can't get the "Helen" off
ROSEMARY
completely.

1
2

3

DEAR ROSEMARY: There are many different methods
of removing tattoos. Some uoctors recommend skin grafting, others prefer a method called "dermabrasion." Allen
should investigate all the known methods and make his
choke. He'll feel a lot better when he gets "Helen" off his
chest. And so will you.
DEAR ABBY: This is a question many young men
must have on their minds and your answer will be very
beneficial to hundreds of thousands of fellows.
MUST a male be circumcised? And if so, why?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Altho some disagree, the overwhelming majority of medical authorities agree that circumcision is necessary for hygienic reasons. And it Is a
fact that the wives of circumcised men are far less likely
to have cancer of the cervix than wives of men who have
not been circumcised. IP. S. Contrary to what many believe, circumcision originated with the Egyptians. The Jews
later made it a religious rite.]
DEAR ABBY: When you spoke to our high school in St
Louis, when I was a teen-ager, you gave us your definition
for maturity. I kept it for all these years, and now it's lost.
Will you please give it to me again? Thank you.
STILL READ YOU
DEAR STILL: Maturity is the ability to do a job whether
you're supervised or not; finish a job once it's started;
carry money without spending it. And last, but not least,
the ability to bear an injustice without wanting to get even.

Eve

CONFIDENTIAL TO SICK OF BEING SICK IN ELIZABETH, N. J.: Try this: "Talk bealth. The dreary never
ending tale of moral maladies is worn and stale. You
cannot hope to charm or please by harping on that miner,
chord 'disease.' So, say that you are well, and all is well
with you; and God will hear your wordo.,and make tbein.
true." !Ella Wheeler Wilcox. I
Hate to write letters, Send lil to Abigail Vas Buren,
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Cal. 10212, for Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions."

Frances Drake
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Look in the section in which essential and getting it out of
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Ham and Swiss cheese sand
wiches taste particularly good
when they are French-toasted.
To do so, dip the sandwiches In
a combination of milk and egg
and fry in buttet or margarine
until golden-brown on both
sides. •
•
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Mayfield, sister _rof the bride, or to liven up your family's kipasked the guests 40 sign the- -Petite if they are becoming tired
register as they entered the of scrambled eggs, try adding
just a pinch of savory.
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GUEST EDITORIALS
South's Population

State Government Report!

10 Years Ago Today
A new multi-million dollar shopping center on
South 12th Street, has been announced by several
local persons who have incorporated the venture as
Murray Shopping Center, Inc.
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne, Commonwealth
Attorney James M. Lassiter, and Circuit Clerk
James Blalock were sworn in by County Judge
Robert 0. Miller. The three were elected without ,
opposition in the November election.
Deaths reported are Johnny C. Simmons, age 81,
and James M. Garrett, age 58, both today, and T.E.
Kellow, age 82, on December 27.
Mayfield won the Calloway County Invitational
Basketball Tournament by downing Ballard
County 81 to 59. Sedalia beat Carlisle County 97 to 70
in the consolation game.

20 Years Ago Today
Airman 2nd Class Charles Roland Crick, age 25,
resident of Kirksey Route Two, died December 26,
near London, England.
A feature story on the Calloway County Court
House. written by Dr. Hugh M. McElrath, is
published today.
Ralph V. ilitItIon, serving aboard the USS Juneau,
and Oliver C. McLemore, Jr., serving on the USS
Los Angeles, have been advanced in rank by the U.S.
Navy.
Lone Oak beat New Concord 71 to 62 and Mayfield
beat Murray 80 to 61 in the Mayfield Invitational
Basketball Tournament.
Mrs. Fred Patton and Mrs. Oacus
presented the lesson on "Trimming Hats" at the
meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at
the Bedwell home

30 Years Ago This Week
Foreman (Pud) Graham retired from the Murray
City Council this month after giving ten years of
service.
Lt. Thomas P. Crawford, age 24, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, died Christmas night of
injuries received from a fall on icy sidewalks at an
Air Base in North Bend, Oregon.
Other deaths reported this week include Mrs.
Sophronia Ross, age 88, Charles Thomas Allbritten,
age 77, and Ben Willias, age 97.
Murray State College's winter quarter of 1944 will
open January 3 following the Christmas and New
- Year's holidays.
Observing golden wedding anniversaries have
been Mr. and Mrs. John B. Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fttchet, and
Mr. and Mrs. Mart Rogers.
* Births repdrted this week include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Waldrop on December 23, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Bazzell on December 26.

Bible Thought For Today
Who is a wise man and endued with knowledge
among you? let him show out of a good conversation
his works with meekness of wisdom.—James 3:13.
What we say reveals what we are, whether we be
wise or foolish, saints or sinners.
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By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
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MAY FIELD. Ky. — The energy crisis will
apparently not affect the length of the school day in
Kentucky, although it might give some school
children an unexpected mid-winter vacation,
according to United Press International state capitol
reporter Herbert Sparrow, who interviewed State
Supt. of Public Instruction Lyman Ginger recently in
Frankfort.
Ginger says the Department of Education and the
State Board of Education will ask for legislation
during the 1974 Kentucky General Assembly "to
permit us to change the length of the school year."
Ginger added, "If the energy situation does become a
real crisis in January and February, we may close
schools two weeks and authorize local boards to
operate during June. This is the kind of change we
anticipate and it will probably not involve changing
the length of the school day."
Some superintendents of local school boards have
suggested that to ease the energy crunch in the
schools that the school days be lengthened or the
school weeks be shortened.
"A longer day will be detrimental and not helpful,"
Ginger said, adding "though it would be one way to
get by technically, it would not improve the quality
of education."
Ginger pointed out that if the energy crisis
continues into next school year, the state board of
education might allow schools to open earlier in
August and close a month or longer at Christmas.
The state school chief does not believe year-round
schools, is the answer to the problem either. "I feel
schools should be one of the last social organizations
disrupted," Ginger says. "The 12-month school has
failed in most places because it has disrupted the
rhythm of the work day and the work year. And the
same would happen here."
Ginger said if the eastern part of the state is not
exempted from Daylight Savings Time, the decision
to open schools later in the day should be decided by
local school boards. "I prefer leaving it with the local
school system
and let them determine the opening
and closing hours
and if it fits in with their
community to open an hour later, let them do this
during the winter months," Ginger remarked.
• *
Four members of the 38-member State Senate
during the forthcoming legislative session are
ordained ministers. They are Senators Douglas
Mosley, R-Columbia; Tom Ward, D-Versailles; Gene
Huff, R-London; and Walter Strong, D-Beattyville.
There should be no problem finding someone to lead
the invocation each legislative day in the upper
chamber.
• 4.

During the 1972 regular session of the Kentucky
legislature 1,048 bills and 261 resolutions were
introduced -- a total of 1,309 proposals to be read,
thought about, discussed and voted on within 60
days. In the Senate there were 375 bills to consider
and in the House 673 bills were introduced. Each bill
was assigned to a committee and thus given some
consideration.
No legislator can have a full understanding _ of a
all
Most of the legislators want to hear from their
constituents during the session about the bills under
consideration.
Predictions are that the special interest groups will
have more lobbyists in Frankfort during the coming
session than ever before. Naturally, they are primarily
interested in bills and resolutions affecting their
groups' problems or goals.
1$5
Among the lobbyists seeking to help needy
Kentuckians will be the Kidney Foundation of
Kentucky. Dr. Robert S. Howell of Louisville,
of KFK, writes: "State Representative Tom
Burch of Louisville has introduced H. B. 52 to
implement a change in the Kentucky driver's licenses
whereby an individual may indicate his wishes to
donate an organ after his death. Heretofore, the
Kidney Foundation has been the only organization
striving to provide the many needed kidneys for the
kidney transplant program. Over the past two years
the Foundation has distributed more than 40,000
organ donor cards in Kentucky. However, a MI to
provide ,the opportunity for each individual obtaining
a Kentucky driver's license to make a decision
concerning this very humane and needed action
would greatly enhance the availability of organs."
Two western Kentuckians promoting this
legislation are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baccus of
Edd yville.
*5*
Another helpful, but oft criticized lobbyist is the
Kentucky Education Association... The KEA has a
14-point program they are working for prior to the
legislative session. The program includes an increase
of current operating expenses, more vocational
education, higher teachers' salaries, funding of the
30-year teacher retirement plan, more health
insurance coverage for school personnel comparable
to that provided for state employees, and professional
negotiation rights with local boards of education.
***
Many Kentuckians are asking who and where to
write or call in regard to fuel needs. Fuel requests
should be sent to: John Stapleton, Director, The
Office of Mandatory Allocation, Room 2320, Capitol
Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. The telephone
number is Frankfort 564-7416.

•5 *
One bill which will create lots of controversy
during the next legislative session is the measure to
give collective bargihnutg nghts to all public
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.4/though the questions threw her, she realized that
each was loved the best—for different reasons

( The following article appeared in the November 1973 issue of the magazine, "Home Life,"
published by the Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, Nashville. The article
was written by Judy Ward Grogan (Mrs. Glen Grogan), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward of

Boom

The U.S. Department of Commerce recently
disclosed data pertaining to a significant population
increase in Southern and Western states since the
last official census in 1970.
The new statistics show that in the past three
years population has jumped 3.3 per cent nationwide, but has surged ahead 5.1 per cent in the South
and 5 per cent in the West. States in the northeastern
and north central sections of the country experienced increases of only 1.3 and 1.8 per cent
respectively.
Every state in the South, except two, surpassed
the national 3.3 average. Only West Virginia and
Mississippi fell below with 2.8 and 2.7 per cent
respective increases.
Though the Commerce Department did not
speculate on the reasons for the greater numbers
South and West, it can be presumed that the growth
is not due entirely to a higher birth rate. Both
regions, the South in particular, are probably offering the mobile populace of America more living,
business, industrial, economic and social advantages than ever before. The lures apparently are
working and people are flocking here.
The South, by a scant margin, is gaining more
faces in more places than the West. There's a lot
more down South than used to meet the Northern
eye, - New Orleans (La.) Times-Picayune

The Very Best
Ward Grogan

The three of them stood in a row, facing
me and waiting, for my answer. Beneath their outward confidence in self, I
seemed to detect a smattering of fear, a
sort of Pm-sure-it's-me-but-what-if-it'snot look. Rick had just tossed me the
bomb: "Mom, which one of us do you
love the very best?" Hasn't every parent
of more than one child been asked the
same loaded question sooner or later?
0 Lord, please (et me put this just right.
give the exact words that I need: let me
be a diplomat now, if never before or
never again. I prayed.
I slowly began to explain that I loved
each one for very different reasons and
that all of the kinds of love for each
seemed to add up to pretty equal
amounts. The answer took. Whether
they were completely satisfied in a
three-way tic, they at least were pleased
that each was special to me in an area
that the other was not.
After they grabbed cookies from the
jar and ran outside. I began to think
more about the three little people that
God has sent to bless our home.
Only moments before I had looked
into Leslee's eyes and knew that she realized it was a question that they
shouldn't have asked. She knew that I
was on the spot, but I felt she really
needed to be assured that I loved her because she was Leslee. And I have loved
her for eleven years and hundreds of reasons. I have loved her because she was
my only daughter, pink in a world of
blue. I have loved her because she was
quiet, a haven in all the chaos. She has
been our musician, and her music has
made me happy. She has become a new
Christian, and she would like to be a
good one. She has been thrilled with life:
she has been bored with it. She has been
happy and blue, up and down. I have
seen her moods, I remembered and I
understood. Leslee has been wondering
about life, almost ready for the "Who
am I? What am I doing here?" phase.
She has collapsed in giggles as she
talked to her best friend on the phone.
She has been angry because her brothers
have had her diary again.(They couldn't
read, yet.) She has been amazed at the
eagerness of her family to go camping
with no television, no telephone, and
only us for company. Leslee has been
messy. She may not have been able to
reach her door without stepping over
things, but when she did emerge, her
hair was perfect and she smelled good.

She played her !lute, the piano, her records for hours, but the twins' noise drove
her up the wall. She wondered how her
dad and I ever got to college with our
knowledge (or lack of it), but the next
minute she was full of compliments for
us. Leslee has been our firstborn. Leslee
has been our daughter. I have loved her,
just because.
Richard Ward, age six. has been
unique, yet a typical little boy, too. Our
middle child was our first son (if only by
three minutes). He has been special for
that reason. Rick has had an answer
for everything. It may not have been the
right answer, but it's been offered eagerly. Outwardly, Rick has had confidence personified. (You'll remember
HE asked the question!) Inwardly, he
has called for approval. He needed an
extra hug before anyone else was up, a
wink across a crowded room, a squeeze
of his hand for assurance. He has been a
clown at school, but crushed by a reprimand. He has been sensitive; he's been
the first to feel it when I have felt low
and the first to offer a small hand to me.
Rick has been honest. He may have
known the consequences of his actions,
but he has quietly admitted his guilt.
Richard has been quick: the first one up
in the morning, the first one to the table,
the first one to get into trouble! Rick has
been noisy; a small cyclone entering the
house and leaving a trail behind. He has
been impulsive, never stopping to
think what comes next. Richard has
delighted in telling long, gory tales at
dinner, especially for the benefit of his
sister. He has played football for hours,
but he has been the victim of serious ailments when asked to clean his room.
Richard has been a believer. He has
had faith in all products- advertised on
television on Saturday mornings; but
when one has failed to stand up, then
became a great advocate of truth in advertising. Rick has teased his sister,
fought with his brother; been an angel at
church, a mischief-maker at home; always. been under foot until needed, then
never to be found. Rick has been
many things, but mostly he has been my
little boy; and I have loved him because
he was.
Mitchell Douglas has been our
youngest,.and since his birth six years
ago, a bright spot in our lives. Mitchell
has been a rock in times of turmoil. He
has been a thinker. He has been concerned with consequences and has
tried to convince his brother that they
were inevitable. He has been patient.

He has been able to wait for good things
to come and has endured the more unpleasant parts of life. He has had faith
in everyone and everything; and when
someone has let him down, he has been
sure that it could not have been helped.
He has been slow to anger; hut when he
was pushed to his limit, we all moved
aside! He has had determination. I
thought he was too young to ride a bike
last summer, so he replied, "If you won't
help me. I'll have to learn all alone."
And he DID. Mitchell has been tough.
He has had the ability to bounce hack
from setbacks, both physical and mental.
While he was learning to ride his bike.
he was covered with bruises and cuts for
a whole month. Even bathing was painful for him, hut he didn't complain, it
was for a purpose. Things have happened to Mitch. He seems to have attracted excitement. Mitch has fallen off
the slide, lost his shoes, forgotten hi,
coat, been trapped in the tree house it*
ladder fell), lost his dad's car keys. Ile
has jumped out at me from behind
doors, dreamed of becoming a football
player, flattered me into baking cookies.
built up the whole family's ego. Mitchell
has been here, there, everywhere, hut always in my heart.
Three gifts we have had frqm God.
Each has been different from the other
(even the two who were supposedly identical), and each has filled his own special place in my life and in our world.
"Who do you love the very best?" I
find I have loved them all the very best! I
have loved them not for the same reasons, not at the same time always, not in
the same ways. hut I have loved each
one the hey
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How important it is for us. as Christian parents to see our children as separate people and to refrain from thinking
of them as a unit! God has a purpose
and a plan for the life of each, and we
must do all we can to encourage each
to find that plan for his life. I'm sure
that God loves Mitchell. Richard, and
Leslee in different ways, but. I feel that
He. too, loves each the best, just as with
each child of His. If the very hairs of our
heads are numbered, can't we believe
that God loves each one of us individually?
I hope that when my - children are
gone from me and each is serving in the
place God has for him, he will know that
I truly love him best because he is the
only one who can fill his place in my
heart and in God's plan.

Gas Coupons Could Be Valuable
If Rationing Is Implemented
WASHINGTON (A]5) — It trading over coupons. They can paid for the coupons initially.
looks like a shrunken dollar bill be sold by anyone who's got
The free market system is
but it could become more valu- them and the price will depend designed to do away with the
able than the real thing if the on stoply and demand.
large bureaucracy needed to
government rations gasoline.
make rationing work in World
Simon predicts the so-called
The ration coupons, being
white market will quickly level War H. Then there were 80,000
readied for that doleful day,
out and there'll be a going rate. paid employes and 270,000 volbear the picture of George
He estimates that gasoline will unteers to administer the proWashington and the inscription:
cost 70-75 cents a gallon with a gam.
One unit of gasoline. There is a
This time the government excombination of white market
place for your state, your lipects to pay for 50 employes in
tickets and pump price.
cense plate number and your
each state, 500 at the federal
name.
The driver who can-make his level and for one 5-man ratioIf you are age 18 or over and ration last will be paying only ning board in each county.
a licensed driver you'll get a the pump price, plus the 2 Where more people are remonth's supply of coupons for cents or so a gallon that he quired, the state would pay.
$1. You can sell the coupons for
whatever you can get if you
don't need them. You can buy
them at the going rate if you
need more.
OBSERVATIONS
That, in essence, is how it
No wonder everybody is broke ... we earn money five
will work.
days a week and spend it on seven.
A coupon might be worth five
Experience is that wonderful knowledge that enables
gallons one month, six gallons
you to recognize a mistake when you make it again. (Daily
the next. Energy Chief William
McAlester Democrat, Oklahoma)
E. Simon estimates that the
One man's junk is another man's nostalgia.
monthly average per driver
One way to tell a boy from a girl is to wait until they're
will be 32-35 gallons.
_or._ married and then see which one has the children.But how many coupons yea
You're in a small town if the all night diner closes at 3:00
will get for your initial dollar P.M. (Larry Bonko)
will vary, depending on whethMoney is mated legal tendet for a good teason. When you
er you live in a densely popu- have it, it's tender. When you
don't it's tough.
lated area' or not, on how much
Nowadays, it takes nerves ot.steel just to be neurotic.
mass transportation is availYou know you've reached middle age when your
able and other factors.
weightlifting consists of merely standing up.
Come March 1, the earliest
the program could be put in efLANSKY'S LOOK
fect, this is what might happen:
You'd receive an authorization card in the mail, prepared by your state's driver's
license computer.
In the two-week period before
rationing starts, you take the
card to a bank or post office —
that decision hasn't been made
— for one month's supply of
coupons. It will cost $1, to defray the $1.4 billion annual bill
for the rationing machinery.
The coupons will be printed
in a different color each month,
but are spendable over a 60-day
period. There will be announcements of how many gallons you
can buy with them, and
changes could be made month
by month.
Your service station will col- 4.
lee's the 11#111 'titlinit417:01 4%161—
mat altd tgrn 1t1e111. Mote
bank to account forthe numberof gallons he's sold.
The government won't have
any part in the private horse"Suddenly 'The Waltons' is about life TODAY!"
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Shortage May
Have Saved
Hundreds
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
State Police say the "psychological impact" of the nationwide gasoline shortage may
have been a major factor in the
lowest number of Christmasholiday traffic fatalities Kentucky has witnessed since 1964
Six persons died in motor vehicle accidents between 6 p.m.
Friday and Tuesday midnight
In 1964, four deaths were
recorded for the same period.
In the intervening years the
death count has ranged from 8
last year to V in 1967, according to state police records.
Lt. Col James Mayes, state
police field commander, said a
continued limitation on travel
in the state would almost certainly bring further reductions
in fatalities.
Nevertheless, official figures
show that, with another long
holiday weekend ahead, 1973
will be the bloodiest year in the
state's motoring history.
State police reported 1,108
deaths on state roads Ella early today-29 more than through
Dec. 28 last year.
A relationship exists between
the number of miles traveled
by motorists and the number of
highway deaths. In 1962, when
motor vehicles traveled an estimated 1.2 billion miles in Kentucky, 793 persons died in accidents; in 1972, when almost 2.3
billion miles were traveled, 1,093 deaths were recorded.
Christmas fatalities were not
concentrated in any one area
this year. Pike County recorded
two, and there were one each
in Hopkins, Grant, Crittenden
and Mason counties.
Police reports show that
three of the six deaths oncurred
when vehicles ran off the road
and crashed. Two others happened in highway collisions
with other vehicles, and one
death was that of a pedestrian

ENERGY PROGRESS
aver.age,inesew*wcent_light bulb drodu.ces five
606—snoteligntrie the satire —
bask energy input at We powerp
-Tant than'the average light
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Feathers
The Anti-Hunter and Education
by William E. Talley
The anti-hunters cannot
be underrated. Their en
thusiasm burns with hot
flame. They enlist new
anti-hunting advocates
every day. Principally
these people are from
the young and from
those without association with hunters or
hunting_ Not only do
they approach their
crusade waving the banners of Save the Animals, Ban Cruelty to the Animals, but they strongly drag into
the controversy the very morality of hunting; and if seldom
qualified or factual in their approach the anti-hunters are
effective in public debate because the knowledge level of the
general public does not exceed their own
How have we, as hunters and sportsmen, defended our
scientifically sound position? I am afraid poorly. We have depended upon the truth that it is the sportsmen's money in the
form of excise taxes and licenses that has preserved the habitat
that supports wildlife, and has enabled it to survive. These arguments have been heard often, are scientifically true,, but the
opponents have devised defenses and avoidances so that effectiveness of such points as a means of changing public opinion
has declined. You may ask, "What action of a positive nature,
then, remains open to us?"
The opportunity is great in the young hunter area where
what is still called hunter safety training will educate and•
qualify almost a million young people this year, to provide a
continuing basic growth for the pro-hunter movement- if that
education contains enough vital conservation understanding.
We must see to it that the hunter safety training is of a proper
nature, scientifically sound, honest and presents hunting in a
proper light.
As Dr. Glasgow, formerly of Interior, has recently also
stated: "Alny conservation education campaign ought to be
concentrating much more than it does on the nation's school
systems. We should be reaching the children early in the elementary schools and sticking with them right up to graduation
day. Before the children can be reached, however, their educators have to be educated. Conservationists are smart enough
to figure wayr of reaching and teaching the teachers, or my
optimism is sorely over-extended. Some programs already in
progress are great and merit copying But they are something
to build on, not rest on."
Dr. Glasgow fingers perhaps the greatest single problem
that hunters face today, the lack of understanding of hunting
and conservation by the teachers of our nation. We must contribute of our treasure, our knowledge, and* our time to the
hunter safety movement which is steadily being financed to a
greater degree by the excise taxes with which we, the nation's
hunters and shooters, have levied on ourselves to promote and
maintain our sport. We most certainly must help all true conservationists to bring about the education and exposure of
teachers to a truthful picture of the close ties between hunting
and conservation, must show how that- relationship can contribute to the welfare and enjoyment of life of those who have
been made aware. This must be the way of any aggressive camppign to win new shooters. Scientific truth is on our side.

Al's Tips
A dent can usually be
removed from the stock of a
shotgun or rifle by placing a
damp cloth over the dented area
and pressing it with a hot iron.
This will raise the wood fibers
This will raise the wood fibers
Some dents will require several
such steamings and spot
refinishing of the stock will be
necessary.
Before taking your gun out to
shoot, run a dry patch through
the bore. If there's Much oil in
the barrel, it can affect accuracy.
To remove a small light
blotch of rust from a gun soak it
in solvent and then rub it with a
typewriter eraser. If it's
stubborn, rub it with a wad of
fine steel wool with
the
solvent; but don't get overeager
or you may lighten the bluing or
scratch the metal.
The color-corrected coating
on the lenses of telescopic sights
can be damaged and the glass
itself can be marred if
carelessly rubbed during
cleaning. The best thing to use
is a soft lens brush or a lenscleaning cloth made for the
purpose.
Paste and liquid preparations
for touch-up bluing work well if
you follow the manufacturer's
instructions carefully, work on
a small area of metal at a time
and wipe the stuff off quickly.
The only way to match the
surrounding bluing closely is
with repeated applications,
surface
the
darkening
gradually.
To fashion good homemade
decoy anchors, you need
nothing more than an old 150watt light bulb, some plaster of
Paris, some lead and some
heavy, rustproof wire. The
plaster and wire are available
at any hardware store. The
lead, in the form of old tire
weights, can be yours for the
asking at a local garage.

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St

6-12 Mon.-Sat
6-1 Fri. & Sat

Sportsman's
Notebook
Duck hunters around the area
are having good luck, that is
those that are hunting Barkley
and Kentucky Lake. Marshall
Gorden and Carlos Black have
been blasting the ducks and
geese lately as have Robin
Hornsby, Ray Hornsby, Jerry
Knight, Ricky Lowe and Mark
Bury. Rich Norsworthy
is
another Barkley huner that
keeps getting a few ducks. The
river huners are taking a few
ducks if they work hard at it.
Ronnie Babb arid his favorite
hunting buddie, Bill Wells and
Joe Tom Erwwin keep busting
mallards around the willows
and in the creek bottoms. Jerry
Kell is killing a few geese at
BaIlaradagisPaslScott and other
Murray hunters.
Deer season with the bow was
a slight dissapointment to many
in it's last half, while the
crappie fishermen are pulling in
some real slabs on Barkley.
Bass are really slow. It won't be
long until the sauger start
running and the action will
begin. The lakes are on the rise
again and will hold between 354
and 355 for a short time unless
more rains come.
For those of you that like to
bird hunt there are still a few
big coveys that haven't been
shot. All it takes is perservence
and a good dog. You'll be the
game. Rabbits are being taken
by the limt in some parts of the
county. Hunters that can't seem
to find the cottontails are going
to Trigg county for some fine
time shooting.
The small game season in
Land Between the Lakes will
run through January 31.
Squirrel season will close
December 31. However, quail
and rabbit season is open until
January 31. Three three-day
hunts for wild turkey will be
held in L.B.L. during the spring
of 1974. Scheduled for April 18,
1920; April 25, 26, 2; and May 2,
3, and 4, the hunts will be held
north of U.S. Highway 68.
Sportsmen interested in
IS-tinting small game may pick
up their free Land Between the
Lakes hunting permit upon
presentation of a valid Kentucky hunting license. Permits
are available at Center Station
in
the
Environmental
Education Center, and the
Golden Pond information office
on .u.s. highway 68.
Deer hunts are successful in
L.B.L. A record 14,000 hunters
applied for the W73 L.B.L. fall
quota gun hunt.
Two, two-clay gun hunts were
held in the Tennessee section of
L.B.L. Huners bagged 275 deer
in the ioar days. A total of
1,578 hunters registered for the
Tennessee hunts, achieving a 17
percent success ratio. Three
two-day hunts were held in the
Kentucky section. Hunters took
842 deer in Kentucky during the
three hunts.

8.4

Hunters

There are two types of
hunters, those who are successful and those who aren't.
Those who are very seldom
successful in their jaunts into
the outdoors often are fast to put
the blame on the weather, their
gun, a different brand of shells
or the scarcity of
game.
However, under similar conditions,
other hunters are
successful. What's the difference?
Possibly one reason is that the
successful hunter has a good
knowledge of the habits of the
game he seeks and is also a
good marksman.
Here are a few tips that may
help the frustrated hunter:
If the scatter gun is your
choice, check to see if it, points
where you are looking, this may
be done by looking at a spot on
the wall, without closing either
eye, and throwing the gun to the
shoulder in a shooting position.
Now close your left eye (if
shooting from the right
shoulder). Your right eye
should be looking down the
barrel and the barrel should be
pointed at the exact spot.
Try this exercise several
times to determine if the gun
fits. If the gun is pointing
anywhere except where you are
looking, then take it to a gunsmith and let him alter the
stock.
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TAYLOR MOTORS
4th & Poplar
"West Kentucky's Transports* Center"
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Jeep Puts You
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Sales
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Johnson

Guns
Remington-Browning
Winchester

Wayne Darnell

Shells

Duo-Craft

FENTON & HODGE
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HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
Get To Where The Action Is!

BUCKS BODY SHOP

900 Sycamore

<20-4:e4z1P4P,1

hunter, ask aboulikur selection of guns

753-4469
205 So. 5th
George Hodge, Owner

Mark Bucy took this limit of ducks and a Canada goose on Lake
Barkley recently.

Afiw

We carry the Wilson line of
Sporting Equipment for all sports
you're a

At the roar of guns in the
Guns began lo boom in the
background as ate ducks made nearby pits the ducks and geese
their way between the islands. would take -to the air in a
Geese were continously yelling systematic pattern only to settle
their monotonous two tone notes on their resting place in a few
and we knew it wouldn't be long minutes.
Geese and several species of
before they'd fly.
ducks milled around over the
Cloud coverage had rolled in area all morning long as Mark
on us while the wind gave a hint and I sat there waiting for those
that It might settle in the south that promised to work the
decoys but none would respond
and move to the northwest. to all our pleading.
Several flocks of ducks swung
Deciding that today just
wide of the smdl plot of land we wasn't our day for ducks or for
were guarding, but kept their geese we took up the decoys and
distance as they made their way ate some early lunch. The
into the cafeteria with the gumbo mud was continually
thousands of other waterfowl. pulling at our boots as we piled
Geese were moving in from the last of the decoys in the
the 'north now and we were boat, rolled up the blind and
wishing we'd set up just north of pushed the Polar Craft toward
the refuge. They'd just swoop in open water. In the back of our
with wings cupped and float into mind was the thought that we'd
do better next time, maybe!
the refuge.

'Prompt, Efficient Service Is
Our Major Business"
Your Perscription Carefully &
rfilizer Accurately Filled
Located W Railroad Avenue

Drop by and look over our selection of
Fishing Tackle and Supplies

If

Barkley Lake Duck Hunt

—vaswitr4w---41
Co.
HUTSON Chemical
Inc

Phone 753-1371

FISHERMEN

Pat Scott and Jerry Kell are proudly displaying geese taken on the snowy day last week.

Blue tints had began to
dominate the eastern skyline as
Mark Bucy backed the 14' Polar
Craft into the darkened waters
of Lake Barkley. The boat free
and the line secured, the engine
of the auto strained while the
trailer cleared the water. The
succulant sound of the
emerging trailer was followed
by spinning wheels and a ra ing
motor as the trailer was pulled
from the path of other potential
hunters that we kne
would
arrive shortly.
With the guns and decoys
neatly placed under the
camouflaged boat blind, Mark
and I eased through the shallow
Now that the gun fits, the next creek bed to the open water
thing to do is to pattern it with
where navigation would be
various shells, using different easier.
size shot and powder loads. Try
"Better watch that water
shooting at 40 yards at a 36-inch pump." I told Mark. I'd just put
circle. After each shot study the in a new pump yesterday and I
pattern made where the shot wasn't sure it was pumping.
passed through the paper. With The Merc purred like a kitten
74.2 size shot the inside of the toward the open water, so
circle should be uniform, and by evidently the pump was
placing your hand in any spot, working. It hadn't even begun to
several shot holes should be get warm yet.
covered. If this is not the cast,
Approaching the open water,
then try the next size smaller Mark pressed the lever forward
shot I's) and see if this im- and the Mercury strained to
proves the dense pattern. plane the Polar Craft loaded
Either of these size shot are with decoys and blind. Finally
recommended for quail or
planed, we were on the way to a
doves.
spot Mark had in mind. He had
taken a goose and several ducks
Next try patterns with No. 5 the day before and we'd hoped
and No.6 shot sizes. The overall for good luck today.
Only a few minutes had
pattern will be less dense but
targets as large as a grouse, passed before we'd reached the
ducks, rabbit or squirrel would spot Mark had chosen to place
be unable to escape without the decoys. The wind was from
being hit by several of the the south today so we placed the
decoys in position for a possible
larger pellets.
pass shot at ducks or geese as
Accuracy may be improved they swung the decoys.
by shooting clay birds, skeet, ..As soon as we'd finished
trap or hand trap. Try high and Aading the gumbo mud and
low targets, left sjid rigilk: with the decoys spread to our
angles until your hits far pat-- satisfaction. we commenced to
put up the portable blind I'd
number the misses.
Get to know your rifle, too. devised on my Polar Craft. With
Zero-in the sights and know the blind in place and facing the
where it shoots. Try varied decoys we'd noticed that the
shells, bullet weights and orange skyline had broken up
powder charges until the most and now dawn was evident as
ducks began to cross the
suitable is found,
horizon.
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Complete Boating
Supplies
753.3734
WY. 94 f.'Murray, Ky.

Open 7 Days A Week
11V

8 a.m.-12 a.m.

WARD-ELKINS
Our New-Gun Department
Now'Open!
All Makes Of Gulls
We'll Trade For Anything!,
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Fishing equipment
Archery equipment

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
New Stock Firearms
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Fishing — Reloading — Archery
and Hunting Equipment

Phone 753 2571
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Chestnut-Street
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George McGinnis Tears
Apart Memphis Friday
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While Titghman Whips Cards

By MIKE BRANDON
points in the period as St. Mary showing its trump cards... and one-handed lay-up, followed by
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
took a 33-29 edge into the sending MHS to its second fold a 15 foot jumper from the corner
John Weglicki may never dressing room at halftime.
In seven starts.
to leave it at 44-38.
make a living as a professional
St. Mary came out fired up in
Hipping off eight surprisingly
With 7:25 to go in the last
basketball player but he the third period and ran to
a 39points, Mayfield took a
quarter. Mayfield failed to
George McGinnis put on a
remaining.
shouldn't have any trouble in 31 edge before Shelton trimmed easy
margin of 8-4 with 3:17 left in
cash in on a scoring opshow Friday night, and Bobby
George Thompson led the obtaining a job with the fire the gap to four points
midway the opening canto. But then
portunity when guard Keith
Leonard loved it.
Tarns with 22 points and Wil- department.
through the period.
before you could say Paducah
Roberts stole a Tilghman
McGinnis, the Indiana Pacbert Robinson had 18.
Weglicki, a 6-2 junior center
By the end of the quarter, St. Tilghman Blue Tornado, the pass,
handed
off
to
ers' muscular, 6-foot-8 forward,
Stars 117, Nets 97
for Paducah St. Mary, put out a Mary was holding a 48-41 edge.
scoreboard, was knotted at 10- playmaker Keith Pyle who
exploded for 26 points in the
Utah led 78-77 going into the blazing Calloway County fire of
Scarborough,
Rick
who came, all.
then found Sanderson. The
second half against Memphis final quarter, then broke the emotion late in the game to lead
in with 3:24 left in the third
The two hidden aces, 6-3
ball rolled out and Menefee
and led the Pacers to a 91-86 game open by outscoring the the Vikings to a 64-56 semifinal
period when Futrell was called "
forward Larry Flatt and 6-2 dumped in a lay-up the next
American Basketball Associ- Nets 15-6. The Nets closed to win over the Lakers Friday
for his second personal on a forward Don Menefee, con- trip downcourt to make it 50ation victory over the Tarns. within four, but Jimmy Jones night in the Tilghman Inviolation, got hot and. nected on shots around center
charging
44.
For the game McGinnis fin- scored five consecutive points vitational Christmas Tourpumped in a pair of long shots to Robert Skinner's 10foot jumper
A 20 foot bomb by Pyle, who
ished with 37 rints and 15 to clinch the victory.
nament.
pull the fakers back to within on the right side to make it 10-8. was forced to sit out almost 10
rebounds.
Squires 97, Cougars 89
The victory lifts St. Mary to three at 48-45.
Then 6-3 guard Cliff Robinson minutes, of the first half with
In other ABA games Friday
Dave Twardzik scored 12 of an 11-4 season record entering
But the pesky St. Mary quint canned two'free throws to send three fouls, cut the lead to four,
night, the Utah Stars beat the his game-high M points in the tonight's championship'match
refused to fold under pressure the contest into one of its seven but then the two aces started
New York Nets 107-97 and the final period to spark the at 7:30 p.m. against cross-town
and still maintained the lead. first half deadlocks.
clicking.
Virginia Squires defeated the Squires to victory. Virginia rival Paducah Tilghman,a 70-59
Three consecutive points by
MHS bounced back on a
Menefee hit a lay-up and then
Carolina Cougars 97-89.
held Carolina to its lowest point winner of Mayfield in the
Howard late in the game pulled
turnaround jumper by super Flatt dropped a five footer to
The Pacers jumped off to a total of the year. The Cougars second semifinal genie of the
the Leiters to within three at 55forward Eddie Williams, who boost the margin to eight, 56-48.
17-4 lead at the start but the sank Just 34.8 per cent of their evening.
52 before Shelton picked off a
lead all scorers for the night
Tams held Indiana to 17 points shots from the field.
Junior 6-8 center Bill HubThere
was only
1:18 pass and drove the length of
with 24 big points. But
the
bard's only goal of the night
in the second period to gain a
Despite the loss, the Cougars remaining in the game with the
floor to cut the gap to a point at
another pair of free tosses by
with 4:24 left put MHS down by
42-42 tie at the half. McGinnis' remained in first place in the Vikings clinging to a 55-54 lead
55-54 with 2:15 left in the game.
itebinson put PTHS ahead 14four and Pyle connected on a
14 points in the third period en- ABA East, by one-half game when Weglicki climbed the
St. Mary then went into a
first
the
stop.
quarter
ibat
abled Indiana to stay even, and over Kentucky and New York. ladder to rescue St. Mary. •
wide-open lay-up following a
semi-stall until Weglicki took
The teams swapped buckets beautiful steal from
the score was tied at 66-66 goIn the National Basketball
Paschall to
Weglicki took the ball inside the ball under
and hit for the throughout the next canto until make it 56-52,
ing into the final period.
Tilghman.
Association, Detroit defeated the lane arid powered his way up
back-breakin
g
three-point
Tilghman
moved
largest
its
play.
to
Wow....did the bottom ever
The fourth quarter was tight Capital 102-93, Milwaukee for two points and on the play,
Weglicki paced the St. Mary point-spread of the contest with fall out on Mayfield then!.
until McGinnis hit a pair of topped Houston 127-111, Chicago Calloway County center James
scoring with 20 while Roof 1 . 14 showing, 30-25.
quick baskets, with the aid of a beat Atlanta 118-94, Seattle de- Wells was whistled for a perWAY OVER WEGIJFKI—Calloway County's James Wells (54
Menefee and Flatt put it
added 16 and Paxton and guard
Guard Robert Dunbar started
steal by Freddie Lewis, to give feated Portland 110-93 and Los sonal foul.
goes
up over John Weglitki in the Lakers' 64-56 loss Friday night
out
of
reach
with
a
flashy
Russ Cochran each chipped in the rally with a 10 foot jumper,
Indiana an 84-79 lead with 4:45 Angeles beat Phoenix 119-07.
to St. Mary. Watching the action is Randy Shelton 1201 of the
one-two scoring binge that
The charity toss by Weglicki with 12.
then Hatt arched in a perfect 15
Lakers.
split the net and the Vikings had
netted eight points and a $4For the Lakers, Howard footer before Dunbar came
(Staff Photo by Steve W.Givensi
Tornado
a 58-54 edge.
52
margin
two
on
scored 17 while Wells added 16 through and matched his effort.
•sholt 'jumpers, two free
With only 55 seconds left.in and Shelton
('ardinal forward Larry
12.
the contest, Wells moved inside
Williams scored four points Sanderson, the Red Birds' throws, and a 40 (tooter.
to pick up a rebound of a missed while Futrell,
Williams manikged to bag a
who saw only 40 runner-up scorer with 20
shot by Randy Shelton and the seconds of action
pair of free throws and Sanin the final markers, found the range just
Lakers trailed by only two.
quarter, added three, Scar- before halftime to cut the nigh- derson connected on one before
In a desperate attempt to borough,
PTHS sank five and substitute
in a reserve role, man margin to 32-27.
regain the ball, the Lakers scored
MILS forward Greg I3azzell
four while Darnall failed
Unfortunately for the
canned a lay-up prior to the
could only foul and the Vikings to score any
points.
Cardinals it only took the
final horn.
iced the win with six free throws
Calloway County, now 4-6 for
hosts two minutes to show the
A new business to serve the mobil.
in the final 40 seconds of the the season, will host Ballard
packed
crowd that they
The Cards' Williams took
game.
Memorial Jan. 4.
meant business in the second game honors with 24 markers,
home community!
Again the Lakers started the Callaway
half. PTHS came out followed by Sandersou's ZS,
12..17..12..18-50
game with the 6-8 Wells sitting St. Mary
Phil Phegley • Owner & Operator Phone 436-537
12..21 . .15.. 16-14
drawing the high hands and Ttighman's Flatt with ZO, agal on the bench as Calloway
Calloway ( 56 )—Shelton 12,
outscored MHS eight points Menefee with 18. PTHS had two
County coach Jerry Conley Howard 17, Futrell 3, Williams
to nona in two minutes flat. more men in double digits,
went with a starting unit of 4, Darnall, Wells 16, and
In fact, Flatt had four of those Dunbar with 15 and Robinson's
Tommy Futrell and David Scarborough 4markers, two on a long jumper 11.
Williams at the guard spotk8t Mary--T94)—Paxton
and two on a lay-up, and former
Mayfield managed only a
Jesse Darnall in the pivot and,Roof 16, Weglicki 20, Cochran Mayfieldian Kevin Paschall
split at the tree throw stripe,
Randy Shelton and Greg 12, Felts 2, and Davis 2.
managed four of his total six sinking nine of 18 attempts for
Howard as forwards.
points against his old team- 50 per cent, while Tilghman shot
After the Vikings took first
mates during the rally which a hot 16 of 20 for 80 per cent.
blood with a 15-foot jump shot
left the Tornado ahead, 40-27. MHS had 25 goals to PTHS's 27,
by 6-0 forward David Paxton,
The Cards refused to fold so as each team committed 19
fly stity, W. GIVENS
the Lakers tied the game when
early, however, and cut the fnais.
Ledger &limes Sports Writer
Howard took a feed pass from
With a pair of aces in a advantage to six with 2:33
The Cards now stand at 7-2,
Shelton and scored from un- stacked
deck, host Paducah showing in the quarter behind a while the Tornado bettered its
derneath.
•
Tilghman drew the winning three Paint play by Williams slate to 5-4 and meets the tough
Working against the 2-3 zone combination last night
midway after he was fouled going after a Vikings tonight at 7 p.m. for the
defense employed by Calloway through the fourth
hand enrpute twice-missed shot. His bucket championship title.
County, the Vikings rattled off to a 70-59 flushing
of the counted. he sank the gift throw, Mayfield
12 15 13 19-8
six consecutive points and Mayfield
and then Sanderson tossed in a Tilghman
14 Is 11 22-7a
Cardinals.
moved out to an 8-2 edge.
Thus the River City
But six quick points by the
hustlers assured themselves
Lakers again knotted the count
of being in "the only game in
and the game stayed nip and
town" tonight in the
tuck as the first period ended
championship round of the
with a deadlocked 12-12 score.
PTHS Invitational'
Wells came off the bench in
Something the Tornado
the second period and hit the
has managed four times in
first bucket of the canto to give
The new luxury economy
the last six years. Crosstown
It was a landmark night for cause of a late plane flight
the Lakers a 14-12 lead before
Datsun 610 2-Door Hardtop is
rival St. Mary. the tourney
Chicago Bulls' reserve center from
Philadelphia where he
super-sophomore Gene Roof
even more luxurious for 1974.
darkhorse, will provide he
Tom 13oerwinkle.
had to undergo a physical
scooped up a bad pass from
opposition in the all—
Inside, you'll slip into deep-pad"I waited two years for exam.
David Williams and drove full
District Two showdown
ded, reclining bucket seats with
tonight," said Boervrinkle, who
In other NBA games, Detroit
court to give St. Mary a two
which should give area fans scored 15 points to help pace
new vinyl and fabric upholstery
beat Capital 102-93, Milwaukee
point edge midway through the
a sneak preview of the future
that won't get hot and sticky
the Bulls to a 118404 victory blasted Houston
period. '
127-111, Los
county champion for the
Over the Atlanta Hawks Friday Angeles defeated
along with the weather.
Calloway County did not
Phoenix
regional.
night.
The driver's side seat cushion
119-107
Seattle
and
overcame
TWO FOR HOWARD—Greg Howard goes up over Mike Davis the score until a pair of free
Undoubtedly, coming into me
"It's taken me that long to Portland 11043.
adjusts up or down for greater
throws by Futrell knotted the game Coach Bob
of Paducah St. Mary for a bucket in Friday's semifinal round at
Sparks' team work my way back from that
riding comfort, too. And up on the
In the American Basketball
count at 24 apiece with 2:29 left was wary of the
the Tilghman Invitational.
tournament bad knee injury and heel operfinely
Association,
in
the
Indiana
appointed dash there's a
half.
beat
MemStaff
Photo by Steve W.Givens)
I
since the Cards previously ation."
phis 91-86, the Utah Stars beat
Weglicki, who had 13 drubbed the Bluemen
new clock, standard, where once
66-50 in
Boerwinkle got a chance to the New York
rebounds in the first half, Mayfield. But Paducah
Nets 10747 and
there was none.
waited play when regular center Clif- the
Virginia Squires beat the
scored four of the last six Viking and waited before
But for all these new refineslyly ford Ray missed the game beCarolina Cougars 97-89.
ments, we haven't given up on the
Pistons IN, Bulls 83
610's Datsun-saving economy. It
Bob Lanier finished with 30.
still delivers money-saving gas
We now install Perma-Guard Fire Alarm Systems
points and 17 rebounds and led
mileage, and it still has that easya
fourth-quarter rally which
for the home.
to-liv
e-with economy car price
brought the Pistons their Ilth
tag.
For Information Call .
victory in 15 games.
George Trapp hit 22 points
for Detroit which was leading
92-91 with lust under three min753-7266
LOUISVILLE, Ky. f AP) — tempts in the first half. The
utes left when Lanier scored
711 Main
Murray, Ky.
Louisville
returned to take a
, Alabama captured the first an- Cardinals missed on their first
from the outside and Trapp hit
10-8 lead with 10:34 left in the
nual Citizens Holiday Classic 11 shots, and
Alabama took an half, but Alabama tied the two layups.
here Friday night, as the 13th- early 8-2 lead.
Bucks 127, Rockets Ill
score at 12-all with about nine
ranked 'Etamians mastered
Bob Dandridge hit 32 points—
The stellar team includes minutes left. The 'Bamians
Louisville 65-55 on the sharp
Cleveland, Jimmy Seger of never trailed after that, carry- including 21 in the first half—
shooting and nimble400tedness Eastern
bkentucky, South Caro- ing a 34-23 lead into inter- and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
of Charles Cleveland.
scored 31 for the Bucks, who
lina's Winters and Cox of UL.
mission.
In the consolation game of
had 33 of 42 shots from the field
Carolina held a three-point
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
Louisville
had
22
turnovers
the tourney, Brian Winters hit
advantage several times in the for the evening, including 13 in in the first half.
A DIVISKR1 OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC
12 of 20 field goal tries and first
Laken 119, Sala 117
half, and Eastern man- the second period, while Alascored 28 points to lead South aged
Reserve Pat Riley scored 18
the same margin once. At bama had 18.
Carolina to third place with a intermission,
WHILE-YOUWAIT
Carolina led 38-36,
Charles Russell put in 16 points, 13 in the final period, to
1 TO LOON CgIPIES
73-56 win over Eastern Ken- then
pulled
out
in
th3
seconc
points for the winners and T.R. help defeat the Suns. Connie
PRINTING AND
tucky.
Camera Ready Copy Only.
half to an 11-point lead with Dunn added 14. Allen Murphy Hawkins, who was traded to
"We were a little bit excited
ATING
OUP
14:44 remaining in the game. led Louisville with 11 points, the Lakers by Phoenix, scored
and nervous in the first half,"
Kentucky inched to within and Wesley Cox and Bill Butler 26 against his former team,
said Louisville Coach Denny five points of ther opponents had 10 each.
which had a three-game winCrum. "We didn't play our after that, but never caught up
Said Alabama Coach C.M ning streak mapped.
game and we got killed on the again.
Souks ill, Trailblazers 13
Newton: "I don't think LouisFROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE
boards. Alabama's the type
The Sonics reeled off 15
South Carolina hit 48.3 per ville was intimidated by our
team that we have problems cent from the field in the sec- size. It was a sound
straight
points
aftter Portland
defense
with-they're big and quick.
had tied the score 1343 to put
ond half, using a zone defense that won the game for us."
"In the second half we start- to stymie Eastern's attack
Alabama is now 6-1, and UL the game away. Seattle had
ed out pretty well, but we Eastern hit only 33.3 per cent dropped to 7-2.
balanced scoring with Spenter
couldn't stop them."
of its field, goal attempts in the
Leon Douglas, who scored 72 Haywood getting 24, Jim Fox 24
Cleveland put in 18 points and second period.
der
.
joint& A1atiarnie4 Arsl-roiuld and Dick Snx,
—
In in Aihericin BietbaU
-e- 4etds. taYlirft -1dt
107'`
Or•Ousar—
lic.=.7
/
1
4'EMMA sttirlitAiteir&C vciit -!ovilli• South Carolina
1,1,4c
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bebbak.'Friday tight, matte the ail:t(oir- anocisticn, Indiana beat Mem50441 MAIN STREET - 1114oisa 7414/4MISE
Player &wank._ •
Winters:- A., Jimmy Sept.-named team after managing phis 9146, the Utah Stars beat
muRR'AY, RENTLICKY-liarr-LouisvIfie connected only 251 paced Etasterii with 16, follow
only eight points against Louis- the Ne* York Nets 107-97 and
per cent of its field goal at- by Carl Brown with1,154,
the Virginia Squires beat the'
ville.
Carolina Cougars 97-89.

New Datsun 610
Now you can afford to sit in
the lap of luxury!

Attention! Attention!

Superior Exterminating

Fast Print Copy Center
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NEW YEAR'S DAY
7-HOUR SPECTACULAR - ALL BIG K
STORES OPEN 12 NOON to 7 P.M.
SENSATIONAL VALUES THROUGHOUT THE
STORE - HERE ARE JUST A FEW. . .

CLOSED!!

CLEARANCE

Jan. 2nd and 1/2 Day Jan. 3rd
For Inventory
KODAK 126-12

51c

Sylvania

FILM

FALL & WINTER
CLOTHING

MagiCubes

RESISTORS .. . 674t
REG. 87$

Stay warm in 1974 with this
safe, soft, comfortable blanket.
Save now at Big K!
F.)r use with standard flash cube
cameras. 3cubes.. .12 flashes!
A terrific buy!

Have .pler4-of film on hand to
start the New-Year off right!

REG.
71$

AC, Champion, or Autolite spark
plugs for instant and dependable
power.

ear—A

Wells (54
rlday night
( 20) of the

SPARK
PLUGS

CUB
STAPLER

FILLER
PAPER

MOUNTAIN MIST

W.Givens

QUILT BATTING
The all-cotton
batting that iS
great for making
Washquilts!
able, will not
pull thin. Quality batting since
. 1846!

For home, office, of school.
Unconditionally guaranteed!

STAPLES . . . 33C
USED LIBRARY

13-0-0K S
All Topics, many, many to choose from!
Now is the time to buy winter clothing at Big K!
Here you'll find bargains for all of the family at
up to 40°o off of regular prices!

LADIES
SHOES

Choose from our selection of dressy
and casual shoes! Several styles,
all selling at dollars off their original prices!! In easy care manmade
materials. Teens and womens sizes
to 1.

Big Ben in white with a plain dial
or black with a luminous dial. Baby
Ben has either a luminous or a plain
dial, and comes in white only.

NEW YEAR'S EVE
PARTY SUPPLIES

LUNCH KITS

Single packs
of party blowouts, noisemakers, hats,
horns, serpentines and balloons.

Flat steel lunch kit with
matching halt-pint safetysealed vacuum bottle.

Super savings on these hi-capacity
filters pat improve engine performance!

64 COUNT
CRAYOLA
CRAYONS

KNEE-HI HOSE

5

SECURITY FILE

84

Perfect for wearing under
slacks! Comfortable and
long wearing! Several
shades from which to
choose.

Quality super lend motor oil from
Quaker State. Super savings!

PANTY
HOSE

SILK & SATIN

al LOTION

All-round security file for
safe and handy storage of
important Papers.

PACQUIN

Convenient cancelled check
storage with monthly index
folqers or personal file with
Safe storage for receipts, tax re, 64 non toxic crayons in betl- many uses.
ords and documents. Measures lant colors. Built-in sharp3x9-1 1 /16"x 16x10-1/4"

ASSORTED HAIR-CARE

PRODUCTS

LOTION

/19°
2

Stock up now on shampoo and hair
conditioner at Big K! Choose from
Herbal Essence, Golden Deluxe,
Emerald Green Lanolin Rich, Lemon
Creme, or 2°'e Whole Egg shampoos.
Lemon CremeRinse Hair conditioner.
All in economical 16-oz. bottles.

New Year's bay is the Perfect time to stock up for the
entire year! Buy now at susave!!
r save 'rices a

.

Air Shopping _Center
1-6 Sunday

Equal Opportunity Employer

CHECK FILE or
PERSONAL FILE

of,,Free Parking "*.
.r
**Acres

"II 'MN/
"

.

Limits Rights Reserved :PLIIIM1111BANKAMERICARD
753-8177
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ADS
WANT
MOST EVERYTHING

Carter Emerges As Most Likely Replacement For Marlow
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Amid
all the stories that Sen. Marlow
Cook, R-Ky., will not run for
re-election in 1974, the name of
Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky.,
has emerged as a top stand-in
candidate if Cook decides to
step down.
Carter, who represents the
5th Congressional District in
South Central Kentucky, gives

many reasons why he wouldn't
want to leave his present position.
They include the illness of his
19-year-old son, Bill Starr; his
own age (he's 63); and his concern that fratricidal war would
break out in the 5th District if
he weren't running there.
A principal reason for his reluctance, however, is his warm

Happy flew Year I

CoIoneIi

Holiday Pak

.14

COEONEE SANDERS RECIPE

1113 Sycamore Street—Phoae 753-7191

per cent of the time in agree- of federal aid to education and
ment with the House's con- libraries, has been big on ecoservative coalition. He voted 69 nomic development programs,
per cent of the time in agree- and supports water and sewer
ment with the majority of his projects.
party, and 74 per cent of the
He also defends federal fundtime in agreement with Presi- ing for medical research and
dent Nixon's position.
health care, family-planning
While criticizing U.S. in- and drug-abuse aid, war-onvolvement in Vietnam, he poverty and community action
threw his support to Mr. Nix- programs.
on's 1969-73 Vietriarnization proCarter has voted against Nixgram.
on at least half a dozen times
Yet he has often voted differ- this year alone on key money
ently when a liberal-oriented issues, and has spoken out
social program was at stake strongly .about lack of White
that would give projects or dol- House concern toward rural
lars to people in the poverty areas.
areas of his 5th District.
He is frequently involved in
He has been a strong backer Liaise floor debates on public-

None Of Surrendered Hijackers
Punished By Arab Governments
BEIRUT, Lebanon t AP ) —
At least 28 hijackers and other
Palestinian terrorists have surrendered to Arab governments
this year, but none of them has
been punished so far.
The governments and the big
Palestinian guerrilla groups
, now condemn terrorism, believing that it alienates foreign
opinion and does no harm to Israel. But no Arab government
has brought any of the terrorists to trial, and none of them
has been turned over to the
Palestine Liberation Organization for disciplinary action.
The Sudanese government
has postponed at least five
times the trial of eight Black
September terrorists who killed
the U.S. ambassador .and two
other diplomats last March at

15 pieces hot chicken
2 pints potatoes
1 pint gravy
1 pint cole slaw
1 pint baked beans
1 pack of hot rolls
2 Family Size Colas

—
_il"___-

admiration for Sen. Cook. He
has been one of Cook's strongest supporters in the factional
battles between the Cook and
the Louie B. Nunn wings of the
state party.
If political lightning should
strike Carter, however, he
would be a strong candidate.
He is generally conservative-among the most conservative
in the state congressional delegation; he is staunchly Republican but maverick enough to
support liberal programs in his
district when they are threatened; and he is well liked for
his abilities as a raconteur and
philosopher.
In 1971 and 1972 he voted 82

the Saudi Arabian Embassy in
.
Khartoum.
The five • Palestinian guerrillas who hijacked a Japan Air
Lines jumbo jet last July and
blew it up in Libya also have
not been brought to trial deibyan strongman Moamspite*
mar hadafy's comment that
he would chop off their hands.
A gunman who seized a number of hostages in an Athens
hotel last August and obtained
safe conduct to Kuwait dropped
from sight there, and it was assumed that he was freed.
Last September in Paris, five
Palestinian gunmen stormed
the Saudi Arabian Embassy,
seized diplomats as hostages
and finally surrendered in Kuwait. Kuwait announced that
they were sent to a "fighting

lOriENEVER A 5TRAN6E
APPEARS IN THE SW, T MEANS
lithi HAVE ID GET REAIN FOR THE
WORLD TO COME ID AN END...

THERE'S A
5TRAN6E Li6H7
IN THE 5is4

front" when the Arab-Israeli
war broke out Oct. 6, and there
has been no further word of
them.
Four guerrillas who hijacked
a KLM jumbo jet during a
flight across the Middle East
NON'. 25 surrendered two days
later in Dubai, another Persian
Gulf sheikdom. There has been
no announcement of their fate.
Because four Moroccan officials were among the 32 persons killed, no terrorism has
been more widely condemned
in the Arab world than the attack by five guerrillas at the
Rome airport last week. They,
too, wound up in Kuwait aboard
a hijacked West German airliner.
The five men are now being
interrogated in Kuwait, according to official announcements
there, and officials of the Palestine Liberation Organization
are taking part in the questioning. The Moroccan government
urged Kuwait to show the terrorists "no mercy or pity," and
Kuwait promised they would be
punished.

health issues. He was a practicing physician before he went
to Congress, and is a member
of the subcommittee on public
health and the environment.
Since 1964, when he was first
elected in one of the state's safest GOP districts, Carter has
had no trouble winning elections.
Politically, the Carter family
is one of the most writer' about
and argued about in the state.
Since 1898, when the congressman's father became school superintendent, Carters have held
office continuously in Monroe
County.

n•tE PRICES OF
'YOUR VEGETABLES ARE
OUTRAGEOUS

1.LNci
tial
ceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before January 28, 1974
or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
December, 1973.
By Marvin Harris

NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a .report of FINAL settlement of accounts was on
Dedember 26, 1973 filed by Rudy
Whitlock, Executrix of the estate
Court
Clerk,
County
of Arnma Roberts, Dec'd and that Calloway County, Kentucky
the same has been approved by
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
the Calloway County Court and
NOTICE
ordered filed to lie over for exIn accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25;195 and
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Later, the Moroccan government said it had been told that
Kuwait would turn them over
to the PLO for trial, but the
PLO said this had not been
agreed on yet.
Other Arab terrorists are in
European jails and prisons.
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Classified Ads
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NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of FINAL settlement of accounts was on
December 26, 1973 filed by John &
William Roberts, Co-Adm.,of the
estate of Lela Roberts, Dec'd and
that the same has been approved
by the Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie over for
exceptions. Any person desiring
to file any exception thereto will
do so on or before January 22.
1974 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
December, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
Clerk,
Court
County
Calloway County Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195, and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of FINAL settlement of accounts was on
December 26, 1973 filed by Gary
Stewart Attersizin, Administrator
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916
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1. Legal Notice
of the estate of Christopher S.
Atterson, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before January 28, 1974
or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
December, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
County
Court
Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

rris
urt
Clerk,
Kentucky
iley, D.C.

vith Kentucky
25;195 and
hereby given
FINAL setints was on
I filed by Hal
f the estate of
and that the
proved by the
ordered filed
ceptions. Any
file any esti do so on or
I, 1974 or be

14. Want TO Buy

1. Legal Notice

District's Application, which WANT TO BUY office desk,
hearing will be held on Tuesday, prefer wood. Phone 753-8118.
January 8, 1974., at 11:00 a.m.
Eastern Standard Time, at the CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
Commission's Offices in Frank- away! Let Avon help you make
holiday money. As an Avon
fort, Kentucky.
Any person feeling himself Representative, you can earn
aggrieved by said proposed extra cash-and it's easy and
water rate increase is afforded fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
the legal right to appear at the P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
public hearing and enter a 42001'443-3366.
protest before the Public Service
15. Articles For Sale
Commission of Kentucky.

Another View

38. Pets Supplies

OPENING

ARADISE
KENNELS
Professional grooming by
Barbara Snyder
years experience in pet
and show grooming
Pick up and delivery a
your door.

46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars & Trucks

ALL ELECTRIC three bedroom
brick home, dining room, two full
baths, utility. Price $20,000. See
at 222 So. 11th Street. Phone 7537256.

1966 CATALINA, 4 door, hardtop
all power. Phone 753-3786.

BARGAIN HOME or Income
Rental property, five bedrooms
and full basement on corner lot
for $15,000 is sold this month. See
at 1700 Miller then call Owner at
753-9773. May finance at bank
rate with reasonable down
payment, or will consider trade
for Mobile Home, car, Truck,
tractor, or other personal
property.

1968 CHEVROLET Pickup, 6
cylinder with overdrive, power
steering, long wheelbase. Phone
436-5675.
1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
condition, will sacrifice, Phone
753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00
p.m.

SEARS BELT Massauger and
51. Semites Offered
BY THE COMMISSION OF slant board. Toy drum set. Phone
HAUL off old Christmas
WILL
THE
DEXTER-ALMO
753-6994.
NOTICE
trees. Phone 753-9629
HEIGHTS
WATER
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and DISTRICT
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS Gift for
NEW YEARS Eve Plans? The
Calloway County, Kentucky. that special person. Pen and ink
25.200: Notice is hereby given
University Day Care Center will
ave you visited the new 47. Motorcycles
that a report of FINAL setportrait, no sitting involved.
be open December 31, from 6:00
tlement of accounts was on 1. Notice
Priced for anyone's budget.
p.m. to 1:00 a.m, for children
Phone 436-2107 after 5:00 p.m.
December 26, 1973 filed by
been ages two through seven. For
HONDA
350,
extra
nice
Leonard Walker, Executor of the CARPET SALE all during the
ridden very little, low rniliage. reservations call 753-4478 or 753121 Bypass
/2-29
estate of Helen Walker, Dec'd month of December, Hughes FIREWOOD FOR Sale, Call 753Priced for winter sale. Phone 753- 6199.
Street,
Store,
401
Maple
Paint
"s-roP PL AYING WITH THAT HULA HOOP,
and that the same has been ap4147 or 489-2417.
ARC RESISTERED St. Bernard 1586 or 753-3590 after 5:00 p.m.
AND START LOOKING FOR SOME TAXproved by the Calloway County Murray, Kentucky.
puppies, top quality, 6 weeks old.
TREASURE HUNTERS, use the
DEDUCT I BLE H I6TOR IC PAPERS."
Court and ordered filed to lie over
SMALL BOAT repair, complete
Phone 901-232-8327, near Paris,
money you received for christfor exceptions. Any person
AvtamOtive ServitaTO repair and painting fiberglass,
Landing.
"Happy
Birthday
mas to purchase a White's Metal
desiring to file any exception
ahaninu or wood, call 436-2427.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
24. Miscellaneous
Detector. Prices begin at $49.50.
thereto will do so on or before
COMPLETE RADIATOR service
Charles
clean
PETS,
IT'S
AKC
registered
to
INEXPENSIVE
HOUSE
TRAILER
10
by
42,
Authorized- Dealer. Phone 753January 28, 1974 or be forever
and heater repair. Sholar Auto
rugs and upholstery with Blue natural gas heat, near Univer- Dachshound and St. Bernards.
from
1575.
Repair, 209 South 7th Street. WILL GLAZE and simonize any
barred.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer sity. Very nice, phone, 753-3482, Tropical fish, Parakeets, Parrots Phone
car. Reasonable. Phone 753-9429.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
Bertie & Linda
753-1751.
and small animals. Visit the new
IN-DASH AM-FM Stereo tape $1. Western Auto, home of 753-3895.
December, 1973.
Pet World 121 Bypass, Murray,
player with two speakers. $100.00. "Wishing Well Gift Shop."
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop
Bytildarvin Harris
ADVERTISING
TWO
Mattress and springs-full $20.00.
BEDROOM 55 x 10, gas Kentucky. Open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 49 Used Cars &Tructi
(old ice plant). Complete
County
Court
Clerk,
DEADLINES
Professional Cue Stick-best offer MONROE ROTARY calculator, stove, electric heat, water fur- Closed on Sunday.
repairs,
and
Calloway County, Kentucky
CHEVROLET-1969 Nova two remodeling
All display ads, classified
over $45.00. Psychedelic light in excellent condition. Price rushed, Vs mile from city limits
cabinets, paneling, doors, forBy: Judith Ainley, D.C.
door
coupe,
6
-cylinder
with
41.
Public
Sales
display
and
regular
$15.00. Call 753-1662 or 753-0806. $75.00. Would trade for 10 speed 121 South. Phone 753-7143.
automatic, radio and vinyl roof. mica work, finish carpentry,
bicycle. Phone 489-2303.
display, must be submitted
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
NOTICE
AUCTION SALE, Friday night, Phone 753-8500.
by 12 noon, the day before
MATTRESS AND Box springs,
753-0790 nights.
In accordance with Kentucky
December 213, 7:00 p.m., 107 South
8
x
42
TWO
BEDROOM
mobile
publication.
$5.00. Two end tables $4.00- NATURAL MINK fur stole, just
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
15th
Street,
Murray,
Kentucky.
FIAT-1970
convertible
Spider
All reader classifieds .fwlval chair $5.00, chest
of like new, $110.00. Phone 753-8129 home $45.00. Large lot. Phone Leaving town and must sell nice 124 series. 32,000 miles. New GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
25.200: Notice is hereby given
489-2595.
must be submitted by 4
Desk
and
chair.
[drawers
$8.00.
that a report of FINAL setdouble oven gas range, large tires. Phone 7534707 or 753-8175. seamless gutters installed per
p.m. the day before
$1.00
poster
bed
$10.00.
chair
your specifications. Call Larry
tlement of accounts was on
automatic washer, living room
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and THREE BEDROOM mobile
publication.
Phone 753-7577
December 26, 1973 filed by Lucy
suite, bedroom suite, desk and VEGA-1973 GT, 8,000 actual Lyles at 753-2310 for free
treated fence posts. Murray home, fully furnished. Phone 753Stranak, Executrix of the estate
chairs, T.V., coffee and end miles, power and air, AM-FM estimate.
4920 or 753-7350.
MEN'S THREE suiter Sam- Lumber Company, 104 Maple
of Mike Stranak, Dec'd and that
tables, lamps, fans and heaters. radio. $2975.00. Phone 436-5531.
* First *
sonite, like new $15.00, electric Street.
Many more odd items. Sale rain
the same has been approved by
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
corn popper, $3.00. Toaster $1.00,
COACH ESTATES and Fox or shine. For information phone FORD-1964 Galaxie 500, four
the Calloway County Court and
hour
Happy Anniversary
Electric
offers
24
$2.00.
hamper
wicker
clothes
Meadows
Mobile
Home
Parks, Chester & Miller Auction Service, door, local one owner. Phone 753ordered filed to lie over for exBAR-B-Q SHOULDERS for
service for well
emergency
Phone 753-7256, 222 South 11th New Years Eve. Phone 753-9151. South 16th Street. Residential 435-4042, or 435-4672, Lynn Grove. 4679.
ceptions. Any person desiring to
Lana & Tripp
pumps, plumbing and electrical
Street.
area, natural gas hook ups
Tile any exception thereto will do
Roberts Hi-Burger.
problems. Phone 753-5543.
available.
Spaces
from
$27.50. AUCTION SALE, Saturday, 1967 NEW Yorker Crysler, power
so on or before January 28, 1974
Phone 753-3855.
FOR
A
FREE
Bible COAT FOR
or be forever barred.
December 29, 10:00 a.m. at the seats, steering and brakes. Air
Sale, Brand new,
v
G00
ISTE
.00 whaf all
Witness my hand this 26 day of correspondence course write to never been worn, rust color, size NCR CASH REGISTER,
late Elms Parrish' home, turn conditioned, good condition. SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107
Box 3104 University Station or 14. $50.00.
features for any type of 31. Want To Rent
December, 1973
off of Highway 94 east at Brown's Phone 753-1651 or 753-5583 after 5. after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-3876 ask for the extra
only
H
CoRE
st
'Phone 753-6144.
By Marvin Harris
Grocery, watch for sign.
Meme.
two years old. Cheap, Cheap, WANT TO rent 50-100 acres of
County Court Clerk,
Will sell an extra large lot of
ELECTRICIAN.
soybean ground Phone 753-6358. extra nice furniture, appliances, 1968 CHEVROLET, 14 ton LICENSED
Cheap. Phone 753-8500.
Calloway County, kentucky
pickup., long bed, bought new Having trouble getting those
MOTORCYCLE
sitting
up
during
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
glass, china and evoking utensils, local. Low mileage, $1195.00 small jobs done? Call Ernest
Have you visited the ne winter months? Why not make it
APINtments For Rent
some choice antique items, shop
inR
EPLACE
White, 753-0605.
WOOD.
Phone
753phone 753-3210.
look 100 per cent better and worth
FURNISHED APARTMENT, tools and riding lawn mower, nice
LEGAL NOTICE
more for summer with a custom 4147, or 43e2390.
one block east of M.S.U. Field double oven electric range, VOLKSWAGON,1969 1600 Sedan, B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete
NOTICE TO INVITATION
paint job. Phone 753-3677 between
121 Bypass
NW-Radio
House. Nice,: and strictly clean. refrigerator, chest type home extra clean, low miliage, new basements, ready to live in if
TO PETITION
8:04 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
$70.00 per month, water fur- freezer, fuel oil heating stove, tires, automatic, air con- wanted,
THE KENTUCKY GENERIC
garages,
patios,
CLEARANCE Sale G.E.
nished. Couples only. No pets. 24000 BTU air conditioner, round ditioning, stero tape, radio and sidewalks, retaining walls
DRUG FORMULARY COUNCIL
table Cassette ttecorder players
dining
table
and
chairs,
glass
16,Hoine
Phone 753-3805,
WHILE THEY LAST!
rear window defroster. Phone driveways, etc. Also backhoe
Notice is hereby given that the
door
china cabinet, early 753-7619 or 753-8545.
Reg. Sale
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
Kentucky Generic Drug For- ROBERTS REALTY wishes to WASHER AND Dryer about Ph Model
Price Price
American living room furniture,
NICELY FURNISHED, one
mulary Council (created by thank the people in Murray and years old, Coppertone, good M-8433
$29.95 $255
black
and
white
TV.,
odd
chairs
$39.95 $2985
bedroom apartment for couple
House Bill No. 427, 1972 Acts of Calloway County for making 1973 condition. Reason for selling got M-8415
and tables, bedroom suites, one
M-8445
842.95 $35.
only. Can be seen at 1405 Poplar.
the General Assembly) will their best year in Real Estate. new set. Phone 753-3594.
M-8450
844 95 1;32
of a kind antique rocker, hand
accept petitions from any supM4455
$51.95 $3899
NEATLY FURNISHED one or made, over 100 years old, walnut
plier of all oral dosage forms
• $5995 $47
USED SIGNATURE 30" white M-8460 BODY• SALES
two bedroom apartment. May be wardrobe, many more choice
a the following drugs
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON
-Electrolux enamel stove. Phone 436-5803.
seen at Kelly's Pest Control, items. Sale will be held rain or
Erythromycin, Penicillin G and FULL OR part time
service
shine.
and
sales
for
open
now
located
100 South 13th Street.
Phenoxymethyl Penicillin.
SPECIAL-SPECIAL-Special.
For information phone Chester
and star- 17. Vacuum
Formulary petition forms may personnel-be smart
19" color TV sets, new, 199.95.
a.m.
& Miller Auction Service 435-4042
be obtained from the Kentucky 4$$$$$$. 8:00 a.m. to 10:00
Equal KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas Roby Sales, Benton Kentucky TWO OR Three rooms furnished or 435-4672, Lynn Grove.
Formulary p: ne Paducah 443-6469.
Generic
Drug
Special).receive free hose and. 42071.
apartments. Carpeted, plenty
employer.
opportunity
Council, in care of Al Austin,
attachments with the purchase of
parking. Automatic gas heat. All
,
Real Estate
-14w04ET-just across the
Human
Department
for
a new Kirby upright through Dec.
moolie
utilities furnished, reasonable
Home
bates
Purse,
Street,
Empty
Resources, 275 East Main
EMPTY HOURS,
31. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359,
rent. Phone 753-8865.
HOUSE-Five
APARTMENT
railroad tracks
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601. Avon can help fill both. Start an ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob
furnished apartments, 20 percent
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two
Completed petitions must be Avon business of your own by Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller,
bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or DUPLEX APARTMENT, two income income on investment.
submitted in triplicate to the calling or writing Mrs. Glenda or stop by and see a new or
Phone Cadiz 522-8469.
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox bedrooms Phone 753-7850
Council for consideration no later Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah Ken- rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
Ille
Meadows.
than January 15, 1974.
tucky, 443-3366.
ROWE For Rent
DEALER
INVESTMENT BONANZA. Two
• MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
22. Musical
rental apartments plus future
NOTICE OF PUBLIC
IF IT'S better pay you want
on large lot, approximately va SLEEPING ROOMS, electric
See: Don Chapman or Charles Roberts
HEARING RELATING TO
write me. Opening in Murray BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. block from new school on Pot- heat,
entrance, potential business lot 75 x 195, 303
private
Owner
will
Street.
North
12th
WATER RATE INCREASE area. Age unimportant, but Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo tertown Road, three miles from refrigerator,. Zimmerman
Sales and Service
The Dexter -Almo Heights maturity is. We train. Air mail Piano Company, across from town. Storm straps, un- Apartments, South 16th Street. finance at 7 per cent. Take a look
and make an offer. C.O.
Water
District, Calloway B.R. Dickerson, Pres., South- Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. derpenned, fully carpeted, Phone 753-6609.
•
New
and Used Equipment and
Bondurant Realty . Phone 753County, Kentucky, hereby gives western Petroleum, Ft. Worth,
washer and dryer, air conor
753-3460.
9954
Tractors
public notice that it has filed an Tex.
• Parts
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00- ditioned, antenna, gas furnace,
FURNISHED ROOM for men or
Lonardo Piano Company, across large gas tank, city water,
Application with the Public
women. Kitchen facilities. $70.00 SPANN REALTY for all your
Service Commission of Ken- WANTED LADY to stay with from Post Office, Paris, Ten- $8,300.00. Phone 753-5953 or 701
per month including utilities. One needs. We handle all types of
tucky, seeking the entry of an elderly couple. Phone 753-1634. nessee.
Sycamore.
block from campus. Available Real Estate. We need listings.
Order approving an increase in
immediately. 753-0832.
Fik'll\MI.M.W111\‘011.111:1!
Phone GUY SPANN REALTY
and
its schedule of water rates
SEARS twin twelve am- 10' x 50' TWO bedroom used
P ONE
753-7724, 901 Sycamore, Murray.
charges.
cardiod
one professional
mobile home, totally electric, 34. Houses For Rent'
0 plifier,
The Application of the Des- 0
microphone, with stand. Phone new carpeting throughout. Only
District
ter-Almo Heights Water
753-8595.
0,
THREE BEDROOM brick house .46. Homes For Sale
$1995.00. Phone 753-4469.
seeks an increase in water rates
to rent to couple. Phone 753-8457.
P
FOR SALE
to the following schedule:
0
Brick home on large lot. 90' x
MUSIC LESSONS: Band intwo
52',
12'
x
Home
1971
MOBILE
First 2,000 gallons
315', back yard fully fenced,
P, struments, piano, guitar,
THREE BEDROOM house, 1617
Full Time
at 809 Olive St near Middle
bedrooms, $3,000.00. Phone 753(minimum )...$7.00
t
College Farm Road, $125.00 per
violins,
Experienced
beginning
School, college and shopping
Next 3,000 gallons...2.00 per 1,000 P
center 6 bedroom, 7' 7 baths,
at P teachers with masters degree. =48.
month. Available any time.
Person
Apply
In
0
large
den and kitchen, for
gallons
•
Phone 436-5803.
Phone 753-1470.
ma l living room 8. dining
MOBILE'HOME, Schult model
5,000 gallons...1.25 per 1,000 0,
No Tap Tournament
Jerry's
room
Full
basement •
1973, 12 x 60, almost new. Just
finished for play room and
gallons
P
Exterminating
23.
Supplies
X.
Pets
Restaurant 0
kitchen. Basement wall 10" •
take over payments. Phone 75310,000 gallons... 1.00 per 1,000 0
New Year's Eve
Poured concrete outside •
AbIllkWIMILILW\WOO KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest =78.
gallons
entrance
Steel I beam sub
Had
male.
BOXER
BULLDOG,
structure, gas 8. electric heat •
ntrol, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Over 20,000 gallons.... 75 per
Handicap Open
shots. Wonderful pet for children.
and air conditioning Plaster
14. Want To Buy 00tit ' 3th Street "Every day you
1,000 gallons
walls interior_ Must see to •
Home lot, Also pony,saddle, bridle and two
DESIRABLE
MOBILE
Combugs have their way."
appreciate - Immediate •Those with no average will use national average •
The Public Service
FIREWOOD-cut to 'order delay lets
420.00 per month. Water and halters. Saddle used very little.
possession.
mission of Kentucky has Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
noon.
included,
Ralph McCviston -753-4417
garbage
12:00
•
pickup
after
Phone
753-9871
•
scheduled a public hearing on the
•
24. Miscellaneous
Court.
Lakeway Mobile Home
10:30
p.m.
Until
.
.
.
.
•
•
111\M161■:4111eWM\NIIILIIK11111 MAKE BEATEN down carpet 753-8216 after 5:00 p.m
;
;MI\IIIMILIMK111\11.111:4116
•
•
Come On Out for Lots of Fun!
nap at doorways bright and fluffy
•
•
again with Blue Lustre. Kwik-Pik 29„Mobile Hbme Rental;
•
•
Market, Five Points.
$
12' x 60' all Electric trailer on a 12
Effective January 1st
•
acre lot. Phone 753-4534
10
New Store Hours for the
"NEVER USED anything like
.181111MMIIIIIIIIMI
•
It,"
say
users
of
Blue
Lustre
WILL BE OPEN
TWO TRiAILERS'at Shafi, OaksNot,y
-One tiediaorn arid
kges
143
tiild.
ti;e
.
iturr.pima.44.951-3ig K,-Eclairg
j16 "p.m:.,--1-a.m; en e‘fi.,. IffOr
Due N.-Alla energy crisis, we're shottening_ouL
ree -bedroom. Elelongs to
Shopping Center.
0
seen
Hubert
can
be
•
Newberry
hour's.
'300 Minimum
75' Per Hour
• 1415 Main Street
Open 5 A.N.'Until Midnight
Phone 753-2202•
anytime, go to Shady Oaks and
- 6 Nis Week
; For Reservation Phone 753-4478 or 753-6199 jWOOD FOR sale also will buy ask for Mr. Northsworthy to show
••••••••••••••••••••0
mm,.........m.m.i...w.........ww....... standing timber. Call 753-4147 them to you Reasonable price.

753-4106
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Kentucky
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vith Kentucky
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-.OPENING
SOON!!

PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT CO.

0

-Li

g

Night
Manager
Wanted

•••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•Bowl the Oki Year •
•
•
Out and the New:
•
•
•
Year in!!
•
•
•
•
•
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Deaths and Funerals
Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Futrell
Funeral services for Mrs. Fay
Futrell will be held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Jerrell White officiating.
Pallbearers will be Craig
Sanders, Mike Futrell, David
Bloodworth, Glenn Bloodworth,
Jimmy Futrell, and Kenneth
Hurt. Burial will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Futrell, age 78, died
Wednesday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
Jay Futrell, Sr., of Hazel Route
Two; four daughters,Mesdames
Tom Hall, Charles Sanders,
Bloodworth, and Bill
Sam
York; three sons, Conan, Jay,
Jr., and ,George Futrell, sister,
Mrs. Carrie Shurman; brother,
Buster Kennerly; 25 grandchildren; 17 great grandchildren; one great great
grandchild.

Mrs. Emma 0. Bray
Dies Friday
Mrs. Emma 0. Bray died
Friday at 12:30 p.m. at the
Murray - Calloway County
Hospital. She was 84 years of
age. ,
are
three
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Louise Lincoln
of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Mrs. Jesse
Johnston (Gay Nell) Canady of
Murray Route Five, and Mrs.
Hubert (Mary) Love of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.; two sons,
Cody Bray of 808 Sunny Lane,
Murray, and Euel Bray of
Murray Route One; seven
grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may call
at the Max Churchill Funeral
Home after five p.m. today
(Saturday).

0. D. Garrison,
54, Dies Friday
0. D. Garrison, age 54, 18134
College Farm Road, died
Friday night at 8:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Garrison is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Louise Garrison,
of the home address, one
daughter, Mrs. Van (Linda)
Gooch of Clearwater, Fla.; and
three sons, James Robert and
Dickie Garrison of Madisonville
and Jackie Garrison of
Evansville, Ind.
Other survivors include two
sisters, Mrs. Connie Armstrong,
1621 College Farm Road and
Mrs. Modena Birch, Evansville; two brothers, Rubin
Garrison of Evansville and
Hubert Garrison of Dearborn,
Mich., and seven grandchildren. An uncle, Wilson
Garrison of Route 5, Murray,
also survives.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of
arrangements which are incomplete at this time. Friends
may call at the funeral home
after 3 p.m. today.

Sister Duncan
Dies Early Today
Sister Leona Lawrence
Duncan, age 82, minister of the
Church of Jetus Christ at Almo,
died at 1:45 a.m. today. at the
Westview Nursing Home,
following an extended illness.
Sister Duncan, who lived at
Rt. 1, Dexter, is survived by a
brother, W. J. Lawrence, Rt. 9,
Benton and several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home at 2
p.m. Monday with burial to
follow in the McDaniel
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5 p.m.
today.

Steel Belted Silent Guard

Funeral Is Sunday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Jones
The funeral for Mrs. Ava
Wilson Jones will be held
Sunday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Dennis
Knott and Rev. Otis Shultz
officiating.
be in the
Interment wW
Murray City Cemetery. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
Mrs.Jones, age 51, died
suddenly Friday moning at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. She was a member Of
the Hazel United Methodist
Church and Murray Star
chapter No. 433 OES. She had
been secretary at the Purdom
& Thurman Insurance and Real
Estate Agency for many years.
She is survived by her
husband, Robbie Jones, of 209
Maple Street, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. A.H. McLeod, Sr.,
of Hazel, and Mrs. LB. Brown
of Friendship Tenn.; three
brothers, Claude Wilson of
Hazel, Clate Wilson of Dearborn, Mich., and Gaston Wilson
of Ellenton, Fla.

Ordination Service
Planned Sunday At
Memorial Church
Special ordination services
for J.T. Phillips, recently
named deacon of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will be held at
the church on Sunday,
December 30, at seven p.m.
The installation of deacons for
1974 will also be held at the
same service. Larry Bolen will
read the scripture following
special music at the evening
service.
Rev. Jerrell White pastor,
will speak at the 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday with Lester
Garland, deacon of the week,
assisting in the services.
Special music with Alan
McCutchen as choir director
will follow the children's sermon.
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman
as director, and Church
Training at six p.m. with Randy
Grogan as director.
The choirs of the church will
begin rehearsals again on
January 2. The Young
Musicians ( grades 1-6) meet
each Thursday from 3:30 to 4:15
p.m.; the One-Way Singers
(grades 7-12) meet each
Wednesday at six p.m.; and the
Adult Choir each Wednesday at
eight p.m. Other new groups are
planned in the future.

Hunt . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
quest was taking place but I
had no knowledge it could possibly go through."
In another action, the appeals
court ordered U.S. District
Judge John J. Sirica to rehear
a case in which he refused to
back the Senate Watergate
committee's subpoena for five
White House tapes and other
documents.
Sirica said he lacked jurisdiction and the Congress responded by voting him that authority The measure went into law
without President Nixon's signature. The appeals Court remanded the case to the district
judge in light of the new law.
The five men have appealed
on grounds that Sirica erred in
denying their applications to
withdraw pleas of guilty to
charges of conspiracy, burglary
and wiretapping.
thought Hunt was a victim
of a miscarriage of justice,"
said his attorney, C. Dickerman
Williams of New York. ''The
fact that the court released him
without bail shows the court at
least regarded the substance of
our arguments as serious."

Country Club Will
,Have New Year's

Sugar Creek Plans
Rev. Carpenter To
Special Services
First
On New Year's Eve Speak At
Watch-night services have Methodist Church

been planned at the Sugar
Rev. Mickey R. Carpenter,
Creek Baptist Church, located associate minister-of the First
Elementary United Medthodist Church, will
east of Faxon
School, on Monday , December be the speaker at the 8:45 and
31 starting at seven p.m. and 10:50 a.m. services at the
continuing through midnight. church on Sunday, December
A variety program is 30.
scheduled consisting of gospel
His subject will be "Do You
singing and preaching. A Want This Baby?"
fellowship meal is planned at
The Chancel Choir, directed
8:30 p.m.
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
The guest speaker for the Beatrice Farrell at the organ,
services will be Bro. R.J. will sing the anthem, -Silent
Burpoe, pastor of the Grace Night." A solo, "Bethlehem
Baptist, Church, Murray.
Plains," will be sung by Mrs.
Rev. Gerald S. Owen, pastor Eleanor Diaguid.
of the church, extended an
Church School will be held
invitation to the public to attend between the morning services.
this special annual service.
The Junior and Senior High
United
Methodist
Youth
Fellowship groups will meet in
the social hall from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. for recreation and refreshments.
The Story Hours will not be
held at the Calloway County
Public Library on Wednesday,
January 2, as the Library will
be closed both Monday,
December 31, and Tuesday,
January 1, for the New Year's
The University Church of
holidays.
located on North 15th
Christ,
Trevathan,
Mrs. Margaret
librarian, said the library will Street, will have its regular
be open all day Wednesday, but worship services at 10:30 a.m.
the Story Hours will not be held. and six p.m. on Sunday,
The new Story Hours will be December 30.
Hollis will be the speaker at
held at ten a.m, and three p.m.
both the morning and evening
on Wednesday, January 9.
services.
At the morning services
Larry Dunn will read the
scriPtire. Prayers will be led by
Jack Wilson and Harold
Grogan.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m.

Story Hours Will
Not Be Wednesday

Hollis Miller To
Speak, University
Church bf Christ

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
828.0
Mill
6.50-13
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48.2,
32.31
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33.71
47.24
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Prices include Federal Excise Tax

Three-Day_
Work Week
No Success

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)-In
line with growing national interest in a three-day work
week, a Louisville auto dealer's
garage decided several months
ago to institute its own threeday program during contract
negotiations with Teamsters
Local 783.
The experiment didn't work
out, but its failure was due apparently to financial problems
of the dealership and not to
Sears Tire Prices
psychological or physical limiStart at $10.20
tations of workers.
The Chrysler, Plymouth and
Datsun agency at 4126 Shelbyville Road set up the program
ONLY
on two shifts, each from 7 a.m.
to 9 p.m., in its service department. The first shift worked
Ous
Monday through Wednesday,
$1.13
F.E.T•
and the second worked ThursBlackwell
day through Saturday.
Tubeless
B78-13
The schedule allowed the
men to have a four-day week- rid.
Bob Klemenz, then president
of the dealership, has called the
1.50-13
P78-13
$111.13
F78-14
7.75-14
23.34
plan "an exercise in futility.
8.25-14
G7i1-14
26.52
We were making less money
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
doing more business," he says.
140-13
B78-13
ILO
The extra business costs
7.35-14
D78-14
24.21
7.75-14
weren't incurred because of the
F78-14
20.34
8.25-14
29.52
G78-14
extra mechanics hired, since
8.55-14
H78-14
32.79
mechanics.' are paid for the
8.25-15
G78-15
30.57
8.55-15
H78-15
number of jobs they perform
.33"
Prices include Federal Excise Ts,
rather,than by the hour.
Klemenz sold the ChryslerPlymouth dealership Oct. 1 and
has a Creditflan to suit
Sears
Tire Prices include mounting.
moved with the Dili= agency
;
your,aced.
- a
igessiion- in •ifie
city. He says the _profits.envis•. Setiths Sisk ioned were eaten up by the ad-SHOP AT SEARS
Shopping C,eater
dition of la service manager, a
AND SAVE
Phone 753-2310
service writer, a parts roan, jaHours 9:00-5:30
as4144 1110131t/CK AND bo. Tiro end Auto Conte,
nitorial help and office staff.

SEARS BEST 4-PLY
NYLON CORD TIRE
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Eve Dance Monday
The annual New Year's Eve
Dance will be held at the
Murray Country Club on
Monday, December 31, from
nine p.m. to one a.m. Uncle
Remus will be the band helping
to bring in the new year for the
members and their out of town
guests.
Preparations for the dance
are under the direction of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Shell. In charge
of food are Dr. and Mrs. Tim
Miller and Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Spann.
The invitations were designed
and mailed by Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Sanders. All thirty tables
are being decorated by Dr. and
Mrs. Bill Emener and Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Ransom. New Year's
Eve favors will be placed at
each seat along with candles on
each table.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Knight
and Dr. and Mrs. Joe Rearoat
will carry out the theme with
ballons
and
colored
decorations
All members are invited to
attend the highlight dance of the
year and toast in 1974. Tickets
will be on sale at the door for
fifteen dollars.

A New Year's Eve Watch
Night Service will be held at the
Old Salem Baptist Church,
located on the Old Salem Road,
2/
1
2 miles south of Murray, off
Highway 121 at Fairview
Subdivision, starting at 7:30
p.m. to midnight.
Rev. William Strong, pastor
of Bethany Baptist Church, will
be the guest speaker. Tony
Green and the Singing Gospels
Quartet will be the featured
singers along with other singing
music
pianists,
groups,
directors, and any other interested persons.
Refreshments will be served
during a fellowship period. Rev.
Vester Moreland, pastor, and
the church invite the public to
attend this special New Year's
Eve service.

'Taking Inventory'
Subject Of Sermon
By Bro. John Dale
"Taking Inventory" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Bro. John Dale at the 10:40 a.m.
services on Sunday, December
30, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
John Miller will read the
scripture from II Corinthians
13:5-6. Prayers will be led by
Billy Nix and S. V. Foy.
At the six p.m. service Bro.
Dale will speak on the subject,
"Fulfillthent
Thru
Persecution." with the scripture
from Matthew 5:10-12 to read by
Bobby Johnson.
Edgar Rowland and Mike
Morgan will lead in prayers.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a.m. Presiding at the
Lord's table will be Ted Allen
Howard and Ted Howard.
The announcements will be by
Johnny Bohannon and the song
service will be directed by
Josiah Darnall.
Serving on the extension
department for Sunday will be
Edward Thomas, Van Johnson,
Gene Paul King, and Harry
Russell.
The Ladies' Bible Class will
not meet on Tuesday, January
1.

21.1 million workers
were in onions in '70
In 1970, 21.1 million Amencans were members of labor
unions or employe associations that engaged in collective bargaining, the U.S. Labor Department's Bureau of
Labor Statistics reports.
Of these, some 5 million
members were women. -

* Earn More - Deposit Now *

21
/
2 Year Certificates
$10,000 Minimum

Three books have been given
to the church library, in
memory of Esco Gunter, former elder of the church.
The Ladies Bible Class will
have its regular class Thursday
morning, but will not go to Fern
Terrace
as
originally
scheduled. -

Regular Services
At First Baptist
Church On Sunday

Old Salem Church Rev. W. M. Porter Speaker Sunday
Plans Watch Night Rev. William M. Porter of the munion will be Henry Holton
United Campus Ministry will be and Lyle Underwood. Patrice
Service On Monday guest
speaker at the 10:45 a.m. Fleming will be the candle

6

2-Year Certificate's 1-Year Certificates
$5,000 Minimum
$1,000 Minimum

Rev. Richard E. Walker,
pastor if the church, will be
speaking at the regular services
at 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday, December 30, at the
First Baptist Church.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by W
Rudolph
Howard.
Their
numbers will be "Lead Me,
Lord," "When I Survey the
Wondrous Cross," and "The
Lord Bless You and Keep You."
Miss Wanda McNabb will sing
a solo at the morning services
Mrs. John Bowker is organist
and Mrs. J.D. Rayburn is
pianist.
Stanford Andrus, deacon of
the week, and G.T. Moody
minister of education, will
assist in the morning services
The ordinance of The Lord's
,Supper will be .observed at the
services.
. At the evening services the
triithririftliffr`Stlindlfg •
Oil the Promises" and ...'Sbare.
His love."
Sunday School will be held at
9:30 a.m. and Church Training
will be at 5:30 p.m

90-Day Extra Earning Passbooks
N. Minim m
Substantial interest penalty required for early certificate
withdrawal.

Murray Branch
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
:NS1-.44E

7th & Main
Phone 753-7921

'-

services on Sunday, Decmber
30, at the First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ).
His subject will be "The
Church's Mission In Higher
Education" with his scripture
from Matthew 28:16-20.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Leonard Whitmer, with Gary
Galloway as organist, will sing
the anthem, "The Coventry
Carol," modern version of the
15th century carol.
Dr. William Seale will be the
worship leader, and the elders
presiding at the Holy Corn-

FERN

lighter.

Vol. 1.;

Serving as deacons and
deaconesses will be Auburn
Wells, captain,0. B. Boone, Jr.,
Glenn Card, Mrs. A. B. Crass,
M. C. Ellis, Norman D. Hale,
Fred McCord and Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle Underwood.
The flowers will be furnished
by the Wear-Helm Service Class
in memory of departed members of the class.
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The Youth Groups will meet
at five p.m. under the leadership of Miss Donna McCord.

GAZETTE TERRACE

Published at:
1506 Stadium Views Drive, Murray, Ky.
Editor: MONA PURDOM
We at FERN TERRACE wish to thank you for remembering
us with cards, visits, fruit, candy, gifts, homemade favors,
songs, baked goods, flowers, entertainment and parties
Each in your own way has made our Christmas bright and
beautiful; a long remembered and treasured time for each of
We would like to acknowledge the following who cared to
share with us this holiday season:
Senior Citizen's Swing & Sway Band
Cub Scouts, Den No. 3, Pack No. 37
Rebecca Dublin and 3-6 yr class,First Christian Church
University Church of Christ.
Mrs. Lucy Lilly and Murray High FHA Club
Poplar Springs Church of Christ
Bethel Church MYF
South Pleasant Grove UMYF.
First United Methodist Church Youth Band
Rainbow Girls
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
Cub Scouts; Den No. 5; Pack No. 57
Freshman Women Honory Society, MSU
Social Work Club and AFDC Children, MSU
Sigma Alpha Iota Music Fraternity
Mrs. Josiah Darnall and Calloway Co. High Girls Chorus
Tri Alpha of Murray High
Penny Meade
Vicky Carpenter
Patsy Engle
Denise Barkett
New Concord Church of Christ
Young Women of First Baptist Church
Home Ec Club of MSU
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church Choir
Lyndia Cochran and Students
Palestine Methodist Church
Far Mountain Band
Goshen United Methodist Church
Baptist Student Union of MSU
Sing & Tell of First Baptist Church
Mrs.John Fortin and 6th grade class, First Methodist Church
Brooks Chapel Methodist (larch
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Golden Circle Class, Memorial Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sanders
Mr Gene (Santa) Miller
MYF, South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church
Mr. Gus Robertson
Zeta Dept. Murray Woman's Club
Mr. Robert Neil Scott
Flint Baptist Church
Mrs.Martin Bailey, Jr.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Men's Bible
Memorial Baptist Church
Women's Society Goldwater Methodist Church
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
High School Dept. Memorial Baptist Church
Beta Gamma Chapter Epsilon Pi Thau Fraternity of MSU
First Baptist Church
Memorial Baptist Church
Bible Class of Hickory Grove Church of Christ
Brooks Chapel Methodist Church
Max Churchill Funeral Home
Mrs. Morris Ryan
Murray Lions Club
,
Mrs. Ava Wilson Jones
Mrs. Dwight Crisp
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
Mrs. Arie Outland
Mrs. C.D. Vinson
Lothe Moon Circle of First Baptist Church
Mrs. Ray Brownfield and 8th grade class, First Baptist
Church
Mrs. Ruby Culver
Rev. and Mrs. Dean Ross & Children
Mrs. Marie Taylor
Mr. Al Kortner
Mr.Gene Jones and Seventh & Poplar Church of Christ
The Murray Christian Fellowship
Union Grove Church of Christ Choir
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
Immanuel Baptist Church
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We would also like to thank Mrs. Hamp Brooks and the
University Church of Christ for all of their many volunteer
hours spent baking birthday cakes for us this past year.
Also a special thank you to Molly & Dean Ross, Marie Taylor
and The Murray Christian Fellowship for their faithful visits
each Friday afternoon. We sincerely appreciate you!!
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We must also thank our staff for assisting at the holiday
activities , without their co-operation, friendly attitude and
hard, untiring work, the holiday festivities could not have
been successful.
Hats off to the FERN TERRACE EMPLOYEES:
Our Cooks! Martha Thorn, Jerrie Miller and Dorothy
Williams,
Nurses Aides: Peggy Parrish, La Verne Tapp, Jody Hatcher,
Margie Lyons, Novell Hubbs, Dortha Duncan, Geraldine
Puckett, F'hupayne Adams and Janice Duncan.
Office Assistant: Mary Mott
Orderly and all around Man: L.D. Cook and his assistants:
Arthur Turner, Don Riley and Bill Fulton.
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